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Presidential race pushes for better SGA
Booker wants active SGA

Michael Booker

SGA senator Michael Booker
promises a much more active SGA if
he's elected the organization's
president
"Number one, we need increased
student power in the government
system," the junior social science
major said.
Booker said he knows how to
improve the SGA's effectiveness.
"I think the SGA has to take a
different turn, and I just want to be the
one to make that change," Booker
said. "We need a much more
aggressive SGA, we need a focus in

Platform
•Increased student input
in university governance
• Improve image of SGA
through availability,
accountability
•Full disclosure of
Student fees distribution
•Emphasis on
mulitcultural themes

Pringle promises action
Junior Josh Pringle wants to
increase SGA effectiveness by
removing the obstacles between it and
the administration.
"It's a hierarchical structure that
always leaves the students out at the
bottom," the political science major
said.
"The SGA is supposed to be the gobetween with the administration, and
it doesn't perform its function."
He said students are now viewing
comprehensive fee spending as
something they want to know about.
"I think now people have decided

Josh Pringle

they want to know where their money
is going," Pringle said. "And they see
SGA as not being able to do that in the
past, and I think maybe that needs to
change."
Pringle said he has tried to
highlight these issues himself, because
the SGA isn't doing it effectively.
"I've been here for three years, and
decided that I personally view the
SGA as ineffective.
"They spend more time on menu
issues at D-Hall and Dukes than they
do on major issues like USSA."

Platform
•Bridge gap between SGA
and administration
•Increased on- and offcampus safety
•Improve negative
perception of SGA
•Look at concerns on
comprehensive fee
spending
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Wunder seeks student input

Mark Wunder

•Implement improved
student forums to better
SGA accessibility
•Increased student
parking on campus
•Reduction of graduation
requirements
•Full disclosure of
student fee spending
articles by Sara Hammel

SGA

WUNDER page 2

photos by Kathy Alcorn

Where lb Vote

When To Vote
March 30, 1993
From 9 a.m. until 5 p.m.

presidential candidate.
"I work with the president now,"
Wunder said. "You can't get much
closer to the job than that."
He said his idea for student forums
came as a result of the problems he
currently sees in the SGA.
"The way the SGA has worked in
the past is that the SGA senators bring
up things they want changed,"
Wunder said. "But I think with the
forums, it will give the whole senate
the same ideas — everybody will
know what the students want."

Junior accounting major Mark
Wunder wants to increase accessibility
to the SGA with student forums if
elected president.
"It will give the students a voice,
and it will give the SGA itself some
actual knowledge of what students
want," Wunder said.
He said he would like to see
Grafton-Stovall Theatre filled with
students during open forums with
SGA members.
Wunder, who is the current SGA
treasurer, said his experience as
treasurer adds to his qualifications as a

Platform

SGA
VOTING
INFORMATION

which we present our ideas to [the
administration], and we don't just let
them walk all over us."
He said examples of problems in
SGA assertiveness include the change
of D-hall management, change in the
graduation ceremony and the possible
removal of Freshman Seminar.
Booker said that people don't
perceive the SGA as an effective
body, because the SGA doesn't get as
much done as students would like.
"People have a terrible image of the
SGA," he said. "We totally need to
BOOKER page 2
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Debates address student power, USSA
by Sara Hammd
senior writer
In two debates last week,
candidates for SGA and Honor
Council positions tackled no new
issues as they addressed fewer than 25
students at each.
Wednesday night, the Young
Democrats and the College
Republicans sponsored a debate for all
the candidates.
Candidates were given a chance to
describe their experience and
platforms and answer questions from
an audience of about 20 people.

Honor Council president candidate
Michael Gottlieb said he is the most
"responsible" candidate, and discussed
his opponent's attendance record.
"He neglected to perform the
responsibilities set forth by the Honor
Council at the beginning of the year,"
Gottlieb said of Honor Council
member Scott Noon.
He said Noon missed several
general meetings of the Honor
Council, but was never penalized
because of a clerical error made by the
previous head representative.
But according to Noon, he never
received any warning letter. He

Booker

CONTINUED from page 1
change the image, and to do that we actually have to
do things."
Booker advocates student forums and would try to
implement a newsletter to keep the student body
informed.
He also said he would remain accountable by
personally reporting to students.
"We need to keep going back, to find out what
they want us to do, what we're doing," Booker said.
"I stress to all the groups that if I get elected, that's

Pringle—
CONTINUED from page 1
He said although he is not a member of the SGA,
his experience comes from work he did in high
school. He served on the executive council of the
Connecticut State Student Council, which presided
over about 150,000 students.
"I am not at all wet behind the ears," Pringle said.
"SGA is viewed as the problem, SGA is viewed as
ineffective, and I am coming from the outside — I
am not a part of that group."

Wunder
CONTINUED frontpage 1
Wunder also said students should have more
control over comprehensive fees, but that it will take
hard work and cooperation.
"It's more of a statewide issue," Wunder said.
"We're not going to get control from our
administration here at school."
He said one way for students to get control over
the comprehensive fees would be for several
Virginia schools to get together and lobby in
Richmond.

emphasized that he has never missed a
meeting held by the committee he
serves on.
"I have no idea where he's coming
from," Noon said. "I think I'm a really
responsible person."
A key question asked of each
candidate concerned their stances on
USSA membership.
Most of the candidates expressed
disapproval of JMU's brief
membership in the national lobbying
group, but vice presidential candidate
Allan Grimslcy said there were good
points to it.
Grimslcy said although he doesn't

not the only time they're going to see me."
He said an important issue in his campaign is full
disclosure of student fee distribution as well as more
student control of those fees.
Booker, who has been involved with the SGA's
multicultural awareness ad hoc committee, said
minority issues are also important to him.
"I've spoken with the president of the (Black
Student Alliance] ... in an attempt to recruit more
minority students into the SGA," Booker said.
He also said he is the most qualified candidate,
and emphasized his experience as one of his assets.

agree with all of USSA's stances,
JMU could benefit from membership.
"I don't agree with abolishing
ROTC on campus, because our JMU
ROTC is one of the best in the
nation," Grimsley said. "But the
overall picture is good."
Junior Mike Reid, candidate for
vice president, said that JMU needs to
look for an alternative lobbying
organization.
"I do disagree with some of the
stances it takes," Reid said. "I would
like to sec another organization that
focuses mainly on education."
DEBATE page 11

"I don't think turning |lhe SGA| over to
inexperienced candidates or candidates who haven't
been in for very long, is the right answer," Booker
said.
When asked about the apparently illegal executive
session the SGA held last semester, he said "I
couldn't tell you that I would have done anything
different because none of us knew it was illegal."
Booker, who has been in the SGA for three years,
said he has had the opportunity to see the
accomplishments and the mistakes of three past
presidents.

Pringle cited his lack of JMU experience as an
asset to his campaign.
"I'm someone who can make a difference because
they know I'm not part of the problem."
He said that since he is not part of the SGA, he did
not take part in the apparently illegal executive
session that was held last semester.
"I would hope I would never get in that situation,"
Pringle said. "The SGA Executive Council made a
mistake in going into executive session without
citing the rules which they were going to do it under.
The most important thing to me is to repair the
SGA's image in the students' eyes and to have an

avenue for student input to the administration."
Pringle feels strongly about on- and off-campus
safety, and thinks he's found the money to fund a
better program than currently exists.
"The Commuter Student Council has done a great
thing trying to start an off-campus escort service, but
they don't know where to get the funding for it. And
I know where to get it."
He said the money JMU brings in from parking
tickets totals about $300,000 each year, and that
money does not go to fund public safety. Pringle said
as president, he would lobby to get that money to go
for safety programs.

Another focal point of his campaign is increasing
student parking, and he said although it has been
attempted before, this year can be different
He said P-lot, a faculty/staff parking lot across
from Zane Showker Hall, often has empty spaces
and he said students should be parking in them.
"We have to just confront [the administration]
with it again," Wunder said. 'They need to keep
seeing this trend of empty spots."
He also said he would like to see the number of
credit hours needed to graduate reduced, because so
many students aren't graduating in four years.
"If you had 120 credit hours, then everybodyshould be able to graduate in four years," Wunder

said.
When asked about the apparently illegal executive
session the SGA held last semester, Wunder said he
would have handled the situation differently before
the session was held.
"I wasn't aware of the law," Wunder said. "If I
was running the meeting ... I would have gone and
made sure I knew what the law was saying."
After the session was reported as apparently
illegal, Wunder said he would have responded
differently.
"I probably would have handled it differently,"
Wunder said. "But the way we look at it, no votes
were taken, or no resolutions were passed."
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Vice presidential candidates promise change
Allan Grimsley: providing a
means to gain student input

Mike Reid: striving to make
SGA proactive, not retroactive

glass in D-Hall," said Grimsley.
f elected SGA vice president,
"Experience is a key for this position."
junior Mike Reid believes he can
Grimsley said he knows how things
help the organization "effectively
work within the commission and
serve the students belter by being
committee systems and that student
proactive rather than retroactive"
input would increase the effectiveness
Reid, a political science major with
and accountability
of
the
minors in environmental studies and
commissions.
middle school education, called for a
"I would like to see more students
"back to basics" strategy to keep the
apply to sit on university
SGA focused on issues that need
commissions," he said.
greater
attention.
He said many students don't realize
Some
of the programs Reid
that they can attend commission
emphasized
included increasing
meetings and give student input.
sexual
equality
among the university's
"I hear a lot of complaining, but
faculty and in its publications,
there aren't many people who gel out
expanding the recycling program,
and do something about it"
increasing student
By publicizing t
participation on
the commissions,
university
Grimsley wants
commissions, and
to
increase
creating
a
student interest in
commission
for
becoming part of
the
decision
disabled students.
making groups.
Reid said he is
"I want to
"willing to take
increase student
initiative, while
awareness
of
being open to others'
what goes on in
ideas" in order to
the
SGA,"
accomplish
his
Grimsley said.
goals.
He plans to
Within the SGA,
increase SGA
Reid emphasized the
involvement
organization's need
within campus
to work together.
organizations by
"The
focus of the
holding senators VICE PRESIDENT
SGA is to get the job
more accountable
done for students,
for attending
rather than ourselves," Reid said.
assigned club meetings and giving
Externally, he said SGA can make a
them the opportunity to "let the
greater
impact on gender equality at
organizations know how to get money
JMU.
and benefits from the SGA."
"I believe we should have a more
According to Grimsley, "some of
gender neutral system," Reid said. He
the smaller organizations are not
aware of what they can do through the
added that he will work to take sexist
SGA." Grimsley plans on keeping
terms out of the student handbook.
groups aware of the financial support
He also wants to add that JMU docs
SGA can provide for their projects and
not discriminate on the basis of sexual
functions.
orientation to JMU's non— Cristie Breen
discrimination clause in the handbook.

If elected SGA vice president,
junior Allan Grimsley said the
student body will have chosen
"somebody with experience, who can
communicate well and gain student
input"
He said publicizing SGA activities,
increasing student involvement on
university
commissions
and
improving the student/faculty forum
will be his top priorities.
A political science and history
major, Grimsley said his experiences
as chairman of die SGA Food Services
Committee last year and chairman pro
tempore of the senate this year have
prepared him to accomplish these
goals.
He cites changes his committee
made last year in the dining facilities
as evidence of his willingness to work
for students' requests.
"Last year the Food Services
Committee got guest punches passed,
along with the vegetarian line and

I

SGA

Allan Grimsley

ELECTION

Platform
•Publicize SGA activities
•Increase student
involvement on university
commissions

Mike Reid

Platform
•Create university
commision for disabled
students
•Expand JMU recycling
Reid plans to inform more student
groups about what the SGA has to
offer them, and increase student
involvement in the university
commissions.
He also wants to give graduate
students a voice in SGA.
One of his major goals is to get
students to attend student government
meetings and learn of SGA activities
through a campus-wide newsletter,
which he plans to publish.
Reid hopes to increase recycling
services in offices across campus and
to place recycling bins on Greek
Row.
Reid said the leadership qualities
he has developed through work
experience as a supervisor at King's
Dominion theme park, an employee
of JMU housekeeping services and a
member of ROTC would be an asset
to the SGA.

— Cristie Breen

Cheryl Windham: offering qualifications to increase student roles
communication between students,
faculty and the administration.
Windham said a student bill of
rights, published in the student
handbook or another university-wide
publication, would give more power
to students in holding accountable
faculty and administration.
"Everyone knows what the
university expects of them when they
come to school, but do you know
what you can expect of the
university?" Windham asked in regard
to each student's rights.
Windham wants to "offer support
and direction" to students the SGA
appoints to university commissions
and hold them more accountable for
their responsibilities. "It's a good
program, but it's not being taken
seriously."

Junior Cheryl Windham said
qualities necessary to be a
successful SGA vice president
include "strength of character, good
standing with administration and the
gumption to go head to head."
"I think I have those qualities,"
Windham said, stressing her
qualifications and experience in the
SGA.
Currently the chairwoman for
SGA's Ad-Hoc Multicultural
Awareness
Committee
and
chairwoman of the Communications
and Public Relations Committee,
Windham has been an SGA senator
for two years.
Windham, an international business
and French major, wants to create a
student bill of rights, revamp the SGA
commission system and improve
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Windham was student liaison for
this year's student/faculty forum, and
she wants to expand on the forum next
year.
"I would like to have open forums,
and bring a variety of students to the
open meetings."
By allowing all students to attend
the forums, Windham said
improvements can be made in the
university to increase diversity.
Windham said she can make the
SGA a productive organization.
"I have experience as a senator
watching the SGA go from somewhat
productive, to an SGA not living up to
students' needs," she said. "We can
fix what's wrong on the inside, while
reacting to what's going on on the
outside."
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Cheryl Windham

Platform
•Empower students with
student bill of rights
• Revamp SGA
commission system
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Please check the program(s) you wish to attend.
□ The Use and
Abuse of Power

C

•Rick Hill
Pres. Campus Ministry
Thursday, April 8,5-?PM
Allegheny Room, WCC
Using a simulation game, we will
explore the legitimate and
illegitimate use of power in
positions of leadership. Power can
be achieved through a variety of
means. We will experience now
power works and which means are
most effective in helping a group
achieve its goals.

Valuing Diversity
in Leadership
• Suzanne Straub
Administrative Services
Tuesday. Apnl 13, 6 - 8 PM
Hillside Hall Lounge
Gender, cultural, and personality
differences present special
challenges as well as special
gifts to today's leaders. We will
examine the ways in which we
can team to not just accept, but
expect and seek difference.

I One for All
• Jmu Outriggers (Peer Leadership Consultants)
LEAD Center
Monday. April 5,7-10 PM
Highlands Room, WCC
Clubs, organizations and informal groups used to depend on the
leadership of the president to get things done. Now, however,
many groups are realizing that ail members of an organization can
contribute to the total good, and that leadership will ideally draw
upon the various strengths of the members. The JMU Outriggers, a
group of peer leadership consultants, will demonstrate techniques,
strategies and models for effective toambuilding. Your organization
will grow stronger as a result!

□ Allies, Not Alibis:
□ Bafa Bafa
Building Bridges in a •LEADCenter Staff
World of Difference
Monday, April 19,6 -9 PM
• Ellen Whitten
Office of Residence Life
Thursday,April15,1-3PM
Allegheny Room, WCC
Let's rediscover our human-ness!
We'll look at ways to move beyond
lip service and truly work together
to eradicate the mistreatment of all
people.

LJ Thinking about Leadership in
a Very Scary World - or Yes-There's a Monster Under
My Bed, and I'm All Alone

Tidewater Room, WCC
Join staff members of the
Leadership
Education
and
Development Center for a
challenging simulation of cultural
difference. Bafa Bafa provides
participants the chance to observe
and interact with a different culture
and examine the assumptions and
stereotypes that arise.

•Chuck Watson
Early and Middle Education
Wednesday, April21, 7-9PM
Allegheny Room, WCC
This seminar will explore views of our future,
look at some ideas about how our brains work,
investigate how we think about our rotes in life,
examine callings (versus careers), and explore
the qualities of leadership that we all possess.
Participants will take part in activities that will
allow them to explore these ideas and gain
insights into personal leadership characteristics.
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Two race for office of SGA secretary

Jenny Biondi: serving as
liaison to administration
Jenny Biondi promises to work to
make the SGA an effective liaison
between the administration and
students if elected secretary.
Biondi, a freshman political science
and international affairs major, said
that the SGA can work more
effectively with the administration and
students if communication between
the SGA and students is improved.
But she says many times students

Jenny Biondi

Platform
•Publish SGA flyers
•Plan weekly SGA briefs
onWXJM
•Research financial aid

S

Roy Firestone: improving
communication channels

G

c

don't
make
the
ommunication
connection.
provides the key to
"Somewhere along,
making the SGA
the mediation is being
work for students,
messed up," said the
according to secretary
senator from Eagle Hall.
candidate Roy Firestone.
ELECTION
"Communication would
The
freshman
improve the liaison."
computer information
As a way to rebuil 1 SECRETARY systems major said SGA
communication and
is "the voice of the
public relations, she has planned a 10students to the administration and the
to 15-minute briefing once a week for
voice of the administration to the
theSGAonWXJM.
students."
Biondi also suggests publishing a
If elected, Firestone's main focus
flyer highlighting the main issues of
will be improving student government
the SGA and offering information
public relations.
about how to contact representatives.
He has recently planned, written
Biondi wants to sec a louder
and published "Open Session," an
student voice in the SGA and said thai
SGA newsletter, which was handed
it can be achieved by placing
out at Thursday's debate. If next
suggestion boxes in dorms, forming
year's SGA approves the newsletter,
focus groups, posting senate and
intended to be read by the entire JMU
Executive Council minutes in the
community, and Firestone is elected,
Warren Campus Center and
he said he will continue the project.
continuing to post them on the VAX.
He wants to improve SG A/student
"Student will not only see us during
body communication by posting the
the elections," she said. "We'll also be
senate and weekly Executive Council
around talking to them face to face,
minutes in the Warren Campus Center
making them aware of the issues."
and uploading the minutes to the main
Programs such as the SGA's
VAX bulletin board.
philanthropy program, the Adopt-aFirestone also said that many
Lake program, lobbying, financial aid
students are needed for the
research and multicultural awareness
administration-formed committees
will be other important focuses if
that make decisions affecting the
elected, Biondi said.
student body.
—Kami McLaughlin
"The SGA has the information.

resources and will to be effective,"
Firestone said. "It is not getting
pulled together."
As Hillside Hall senator last
semester, Firestone served as
committee chairman,for the Post
Office Advisory Committee and was
a member of the Multicultural Affairs
Committee and the Building and
Grounds Committee.
—Karen McLaughlin

Roy Firestone

Platform
•Improve SGA public
relations, communication
•Post senate, Executive
Council minutes

Candidates for treasurer expect state impact

Kim Copeland: dealing with financial aid
Dealing with financial aid and
student fees are the main
concerns that Kim Copeland
will address if she is elected SGA
treasurer.
The sophomore biology major
wants to lobby in Richmond for more
financial aid.
"I'm pretty experienced in
lobbying," Copeland, a member of the
Legislative Action Committee, said.
She also wants to start financial aid

Kim Copeland

Platform
•Lobby for more financial
aid for students
•Distribute newsletter
about student fees
"

Eric Withrow: inquiring into student fees

cuing a bill passed through the
workshops to help students through
state
general assembly that
the financial aid process.
s
would give students control
Copeland has two years experience
over disbursement of student fees is
working in her high school financial
one of the goals of Eric Withrow, a
aid office.
candidate for SGA treasurer.
The distribution of student fees also
"I plan to keep track of increasing
concerns her.
student fees," the freshman finance
"It's important to allocate the fees
major said. "And I want to give
for the things that students support,"
administration recommendations
Copeland said.
based on student input."
If elected, she plans to
Besides student
distribute a newsletter to
fees, Withrow said he
inform students how
hopes to improve the
student fees arc being
finance situation for
spent and to get student
JMU students by
feedback.
lobbying in Richmond
Also, she wants to
to stop large tuition
incjude information on
increases and to
how campus groups can
increase the amount of
obtain funds in Nuis and
financial aid available
Bolls, a handbook given
to students.
to all JMU student
Withrow's lobbying
organizations. Copeland
wants to act as an informal TREASURER experience includes
trips to Richmond last
field consultant to student
year with the Virginia
organizations to help them with
High School League to get the VHSL
fundraising.
sports bill passed.
Copeland has two years experience
Another of his goals is to inform
working with an accounting firm in
students of available funds in the SGA
Norfolk.
contingency account.
She is a member of Alpha Phi and
Withrow, senator from Eagle Hall,
the Warren Campus Center Student
is currently a member of both the
Offices Selection Committee.
finance committee and the budget
She is currently the secretary and
committee headed by Scott Surovell.
treasurer of the Student Association of
And through these committees,
Virginia and an SGA senator.
Withrow said he has gained
— B.L. Schotton

SGA

experience working with front-end
budgeted organizations.
Withrow also plans to create a legal
service funded by the SGA and make
it available to all students.
"Students could come and ask
advice about anything," Withrow said,
citing car accidents and drunk in
public charges as some of the reasons
why students could consult this
service.
—B.L. Sc hoi ten

Eric Withrow

Platform
•Start legal service for
students
•Lobby to challenge large
tuition increases
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Applications are now being accepted for the fall
semester at the CENTER FOR OFF-CAMPUS LIVING.
Positions Available:

►Information Desk Student Manager ♦Deadline March 30th
•Information Desk Assistants
• Deadline April 2nd
•Community Coordinator
• Deadline April 2nd

Pick up your application this week at the COCL in the Wine-Price lobby.
Join our staff next semester in the NEW Warren Campus Center Addition!
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We Honor All
[Competitor Coupons!,
HARRISONBURG
Cloverleaf Shopping Center
434-0913
OPEN 7 Days A Week
10a.m. - 10p.m.

UNFORTUNATELY, THIS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.
Every year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
coujd be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SR As not only ease your current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income—especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices—from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity—all backed
by the nation's number one retirement
system.
Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.

Benefit now from tux deftrml. CmU our SRA hotline 1 800-842-2733, act. 8016.

75 years of ensuring the future
for those who shape it7
CKEF ctrtiflctui mn t&stribMid fcj T1AA-CKEF litdnidml mud Imnilmlimnl Stnicti. fir ma— cnmpUir mfcnmliom. iKlaOmg ckmft m* I^HIHI, cmm
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Candidates for Honor Council president:
Michael Gottlieb wants to take
steps to improve representation

If elected Honor Council president,
junior Michael Gottlieb said he
would focus on improving the
quality of the Honor Council's student
representatives.
"I'd try to be a little more careful
perhaps than we've been in the past to
make sure that the representatives
would be dedicated — as dedicated as
they should be to the Honor Council.
"If that means cutting back on the
number of representatives, I believe
that is a step the Honor Council
should take," he said.
Currently 40 student representatives
are on the Honor Council, and

Michael Gottlieb

DON'T
TO

VOTE!
TUESDAY
9 A.M. 5 P.M.
(Bring your JAC Card)

Scott Noon calls for student
body to make honor code work

tudents are responsible for
representatives lagk the motivation
making the Honor Council work,
necessary to do their jobs effectively,
1
according junior Scott Noon, a
Gottlieb said. There is a need to
candidate for Honor Council
educate students and faculty on how
president.
to report honor
"It's not
violations.
the
Honor
"I'd like to see
Council's
people
come
responsibility to
forward more often
go out and find
to protect the
the violation,"
integrity of their
said Noon, a
school
and
current Honor
education
by
Council
reporting Honor
representative.
Code violations,"
"I think the
Gottlieb said. "And
Honor Council
in allowing the
docs a good job
dishonesty to go
of dealing with
unchecked,
I
them once the
believe we are
allegations and
compromising our
accusations have
education."
been made, and
To
make
reporting violations HONOR COUNCIL it does so in a
fair manner," he
easier for students,
PRESIDENT
said. "But it's up
he would like to
to the students
place the procedure
to make the whole thing work."
for reporting violations in each
If elected. Noon said he will work
classroom or academic building.
toward
several goals to increase
A member of the Honor Council for
Honor Council efficiency and
two years, he is currently head
communication.
representative.
"The hearing process now is kind
"I believe I am the most qualified
of
a
long process," he said. "I'd like to
person for the job because I have the
see what we could do to expedite it,"
most experience," Gottlieb said.
without diminishing the thoroughness
"I believe the Honor Council is a
of the investigation process.
noble and worthwhile part of JMU
Noon, an international affairs and
and I'm dedicated to making it even
military science major and German
better," he said.
minor, would also like to "better the
— Alane Tempchin
lines of communication between the

S

S

G

A

Honor Council and the student body."
He suggested having the Honor
Log run in The Breeze more often and
having members of the Honor
Council task force committee make
presentations to students about
JMU's honor system.
Noon also wants to work on Honor
Council internal communication. He
wants the representatives and the
officers to get to know each other and
to increase committee interaction.
He also suggested an Honor
Council community service project.
— Alane Tempchin

Scott Noon

Platform
•Better communication
lines with student body
•Expedite hearing
process

Tori Reinhold runs unopposed for
Honor Council vice president position
freshmen."
Increasing honor awareness would
She also wants to make
be the top priority of sophomore
uppcrclassmcn "more aware of what
Tori Reinhold if she is elected
they did sign when they were
Honor Council vice president.
freshmen."
Reinhold, a council representative,
Reinhold said the council should
wants students to know that the Honor
hold open forums
Council is "here to
for students to ask
help them, not to
questions
about the
punish them.
Honor Code and
"My main overall
sponsor an Honor
goal is to make
Awareness Week
people respect and
each semester, not
follow the Honor
just once a year.
Code," Reinhold,
Also, she said she
she said.
plans
to send a
For example,
newsletter to the
instead of having
faculty encouraging
the freshmen sign
them to enforce the
the honor pledge
Honor Code.
during freshman
Reinhold,
a
orientation, she
kincsiology major,
wants freshmen to
said
faculty
sign the code after
members can play a
attending an Honor
Council-sponsored HONOR COUNCIL larger part in
program in their VICE PRESIDENT upholding die code.
"I think that a lot
residence halls.
of times the faculty
"My first priority
and staff don't make it a priority to
would be to try to get a better
make students aware of the Honor
awareness of the honor code. I think
Code and to implement it in the
the first step would be to reach the

S

G

Tori Reinhold

A

Platform
•Initiate a freshman
honor code program
•Increase honor code
implementation by faculty
classroom," she said.
"I do feel very strongly about the
honor system . . . and I do have the
experience to back it up."
— Alane Tempchin
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TWO STORES LOCATED AT:
• Dukes Plaza
2255 South Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA
Open 24 Hours

Cloverleaf Shopping Center
85CarltonSt.
Harrisonburg, VA
Open 8 am - 10 pm
Sunday 8 am - 9 pm

Visa and Master Card Gladly Accepted

Don't be a sitting duck Shop at Super-Fresh and save your money.
WITH THIS COUPON & S7.50 PURCHASE.
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER CUSTOMER
YOUR CHOICE • REG. OR NATURAL

A&P
Apple Juice

990

WITH THIS COUPON & S7.50 PURCHASE.
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER CUSTOMER
GENERAL MILLS

U.S. NO. I WESTERN

Russet
Potatoes

Lucky Charms
Buy 1 Get 1

$1.29

FREE!

5 LB. BAG

64 OZ. BTL. • VALID MARCH 28 - APRIL 3, 1993

'

14 OZ. BOX • VALID MARCH 28 - APRIL 3.1993

WALDO
O'S'SPAGHETTI
SPAGHETTI O'S OR
TEDDY O'S

CALIFORNIA SWEET
RED RIPE

Franco
American
Pasta

Quart of
Strawberries

$1.99

2 for $1

EACH

15 OZ. CANS

CUSTOM CUT FOR
FREE!

YOUR CHOICE
CAFF. FREE OR

Boneless
Pork Loins

Coke
Diet Coke

$1.99

990

LB.

2 LT. BTL.
WITH THIS COUPON & S7.50 PURCHASE.
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER CUSTOMER
NATURAL'BUTTER
NATURAL LIGHT-LIGHT BUTTER

Pop Secret Popcorn
Buy 1 Get 1

FREE!

Wise Ridgies
Potato Chips

69*

each

Chicken of the Sea
T\ina

890

390

6 OZ. BAG

6.125 OZ. CAN • VALID MARCH 28 - APRIL 3, 1993

9-10.5 OZ. PKG. • VALID MARCH 28 - APRIL 3.1993

Money
Orders

WITH THIS COUPON & S7.50 PURCHASE.
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER CUSTOMER
CHUNK LIGHT IN WATER

ALL VARIETIES

We Sell U.S.
Postage Stamps

■ESTER!
WHOM

The Fastest Way
to...Send Money

Quality
SS$
Film
Developing
&

20*

On Manufacturers' Cents-OfI Coupons;
See Store For Details.
BUS SERVJX^PROVIDEDI
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Classroom sex biases
can hinder education
by Brian Tetro
contributing writer
An instructor tells a student that
women should not be allowed to vote.
A female sludcut is passed over in
class because the professor selects
males to answer questions. At JMU,
students report that they face such
discrimination in the classrooms.
These issues were confronted
Wednesday in the presentation "Sex
Equity in the Classroom" given by
two American University professors.
Stephanie Cox, director of the
Women's
Resource
Center,
coordinated the program as part of
Women's History Month. The
program dealt primarily with how
many teachers give more attention to
male studcnLs.
David and Myra Sadkcr presented a
video based on their findings of
classroom sex inequity.
David Sadkcr said that sex bias is
first prevalent in elementary and
secondary schools, and that gender
inequity is measured primarily on
acceptance and criticism of students'
responses in the classroom.
By accepting female responses,
teachers do not question or respond to
their statement, instead they are
simply overlooked.
Myra Sadkcr said that asscrtivencss
in both genders originates in
elementary school.
However, while females arc taught

to refrain from "calling out," males
are encouraged to dominate the
discussion, she said.
David Sadkcr said that sex bias
grows in college classrooms.
Through their research, the Sadkers
found that college teachers generate
more acceptance for female students'
answers which often lead to less
criticism of their responses.
This environment, they said, is
detrimental to die learning experience.
Junior history major Jeanne Pccori
said, "This creates an atmosphere
which devalues the contribution of
women to the class."
To resolve the sex inequity
problem, the Sadkers said that there
must be an acknowledgement of the
problem first and then a training
program, consisting of a videotape of
their teaching techniques, which alerts
teachers to their gender preferences.
The video presentation concluded
by stating that the classroom is only a
small portion of the problem that
exists in the present workplace.
"I thought that the video was very
informative," Pccori said, "and I see
examples of gender differences in
everyday life such as female students
tending to preface their statements
with 'this may not be right, but.. .'
"In addition to the topics presented
in the video, I've also seen professors
defer to males as well as male students
interrupting
their
female
counterparts," Pccori said.

by Sharon Lovering
court reporter
• Student Kai A. Safran, 18, of Ivy, charged with
possession of an altered driver's license Nov. 21,
was found guilty Feb. 25 and ordered to pay SI50 in
fines and S26 in court costs.
• Student Rasdeep S. Sandhu, 20, of McLean, served
a city warrant for breach of peace Dec. 2, prepaid
530 in fines and S26 in court costs Dec. 22.
• Student Jeffrey S. Hawley, 22, of Delmar, N.Y.,
served a city warrant for reportedly writing a bad
check Dec. 7, had his case dismissed Dec. 15.
• Student Jonathan S. Coker, 19, of Greensboro,
N.C., charged with being drunk in public and
possession of four fake IDs on Blucslone Drive Dec.
6, was found guilty on both counts Feb. 11 and
ordered to pay a total of SI 15 in fines and S28 in
court costs.
• Student Aron W. Rooze, 21, of Alexandria, and
student Timothy D. Heath, 21, of Gloucester Point,
served warrants on Dec. 14 on charges of breaching
the peace Dec. 12 at the Sigma Pi and Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity houses, were found guilty Feb. 18.
Both were ordered to pay $25 in fines and S26 in

SHARI LAROWE/THE BREEZE

Carrier in class
Traci Bowles looks on as JMU President Ronald Carrier
participates in a Freshman Seminar class Thursday as part
of President for a Day, sponsored by Sigma Pi fraternity.
Senior Stephanie Rayfield filled Carrier's shoes for the day.

court costs.
• Non-student Jason R. Pifer, 18, of Timbervillc,
charged with trespassing in X-lot on Duke Drive
Dec. 23, was found guilty in absence Feb. 4 and
ordered to pay S150 in fines and S26 in court costs.
• Student Christopher S. Agee, 22, of Midlothian,
served a Harrisonburg city warrant for reportedly
writing a bad check at Food Mart Jan. 13, had his
case dismissed Jan. 19.
• Non-student Michelle Farrell, 21, of Harrisonburg,
charged with driving under the influence of alcohol
on University Boulevard Jan. 14, was found guilty
Feb. 11, and was ordered to pay S250 in fines, S146
in costs, received a 30-day sentence of which 28
days were suspended, had her driver's license
suspended for one year and was recommended to the
Alcohol Safety Action Program.
• Student Jason C. Thomson, 21, of Reston, charged
with being drunk in public and possessing a fake ID
and Social Security card on Madison Drive in front
of Hoffman Hall Jan. 1, was found guilty on both
counts Jan. 28 and ordered to pay a total of S15 in
fines and $48 in court costs.
• Student Matthew T. Perkinson, 18, of Reston,

charged with being drunk in public, possession of
another person's driver's license and possession of
an altered driver's license in P-lot Jan. 29, was
found guilty on all three counts Feb. 11 and
ordered to pay a total of S215 in fines and S30 in
court costs.
• Non-student Kenneth A. Byers, 26, of
Bridgcwatcr, charged with driving under the
influence of alcohol and refusal to take a blood or
breath test on University Boulevard Feb. 5, was
found guilty of driving under the influence Feb.
22 and ordered to pay $250 in fines, S46 in court
costs, received a four-day sentence, a one-year
suspension of his driver's license and was
recommended to the Alcohol Safety Action
Program.
The refusal charge will not be pursued by the
Commonwealth's attorney.
• Student Steven W. Raymond, 21, of Stafford,
charged with driving under the influence of
alcohol on South Main Street and Madison
Avenue Feb. 6, was found guilty Feb. 22 and
ordered to pay $250 in fines, S46 in court costs,
received a four-day sentence, a one-year
suspension of his driver's license and was
recommended to the Alcohol Safety Action
Program.
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flP Don't Miss
IRCUS NIGHT
> Tonight <

Canty Afples
Cotton Canty

fopcom

Our Exit!

JPU»

6,9& 12 Month Leases Available*
• Full Size Washer & Dryer
1,2 & 3 Bedrooms
Townhouses or Gardens • Remodeled Kitchen
• City Bus Service to JMU
Pool & Tennis Court
Wall-to-Wall Carpet
• Furnished Apartments
• New Lower Rates
Ceiling Fans
• Student Individual Leases
Mini Blinds
Small Pets Welcome*
• 24-Hour Maintenance
• On Site Management

Prthtets
Sno- Cones

Special Presentation

JMU Marching Mini Band
ibbons Hall

Mon.-Fri. 10-5:30
Sat 10-5
Sun. 1-5
' Some restrictions apply
Clubhouse Devon Lane • Harnsonburg, VA 22801
D'rect'Ons Across the highway from JMU Campus 1-81 Exit 245 East on Port
Reouoic Road to too of h*. right on Devon Lane to Rental O'tice.

Good Times!

434-2220
Coming to JMU on APRIL 18,1993..
Tickets will go on sole March 29th
$8 w/ID
$12 w/out ID

KEVIN
LOCKE
Thurs.. April 1.1993
Wilson Hall, 8:00PM
The New UPB WANTS YOU to join
the crew!!! Joining the UPB will
provide you with fun, excitement,
and a rewarding experience.

The New

Jainr* MJMII-»I I ..... ».I .

The New UPB is
looking for a Musical
Events Chair and a
Publicity Chair.
Applications are
available in the UPB
Office and arc due
TODAY.

You'll have the opportunity to meet popul
comedians; Influential speakers; ana tc "
groovy bands like TOAD THE WETSPROC
and so much morell Applications are now
available for volunteers for all committees
of the UPB. You ian pick up an application
the UPB Office, located In the Warren
Campus Center.
Puwwwj&iWtOTralflli»'
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POLICE

by Jonathan Rhudy

were reported stolen from a desk
drawer in McGraw-Long Hall at
1120 a.m. March 23.

police reporter
Campus police reported the
following:

• An unknown person reportedly
stole nine items out of a vending
machine in Hoffman Hall at 12:10
p.m. March 24.
The items, which are valued at
$4.20, were reportedly stolen after
the plexiglass was pushed out of
the machine.

Fight
* Two students were charged
judicially with fighting at P.C.
Dukes at 7:58 p.m. March 25.
Police referred the incident to
the Office of Student Affairs.

Unauthorized Solicitation

• A navy-blue Parka-style jacket
was reported stolen from the
Valley Room in the Warren
Campus Center at 11:35 p.m.
March 24.
The jacket has red, white and
blue stripes around the waist and
sleeves.

• Two
non-students
were
reportedly attempting to sell
perfume in Bell Hall at 2:54 p.m.
March 25.
Police reportedly asked the nonstudents to leave campus and
warned them not to return.

Fraudulent Use off
University Document

LOG

a

City Warrant Served
• Student Arthur F. Hawck III, 19,
of Fairfax, was served a city
warrant at 10:13 a.m. March 23
for reportedly writing a bad check.

* A student was charged judicially
with illegal use of a faculty/staff
parking decal at 11:40 a.m. March
24.

Number of drunk in public
charges since Dec. 10: 31

Petty Larceny
• Approximately $15 in quarters

Get the Scoop!
Come to the news meeting
Monday 4:30 pan.
Anthony-Seeger Hall, room 10
__

■
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Debate
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CONTINUED from page 2

Freshman Eric Withrow, candidate
for SGA treasurer, said there are other
alternatives to the USSA.
"I think USSA is a much too
controversial issue," he said. "I
believe we should look into other
organizations."
His opponent, sophomore Kim
Copeland, agreed that membership
would not suit everyone on campus.
"They don't represent everybody
on campus, and maybe they're
spreading themselves a little too thin,"
she said.
At the SGA debate Thursday
afternoon, candidates were asked to
answer randomly drawn questions
previously submitted to the elections
committee.
The presidential candidates
answered a question concerning the
possibility of a voting member of the
Board of Visitors, and their opinions
differed.
"What we're going to have to do is
band together with some other
universities in our slate, and go down
to Richmond and lobby for it," junior
Mark Wunder said.
Junior Josh Pringle said he agreed
change would only be possible on a
state level, and he said voting
members of the board might be
reluctant to implement the change
because of the way the student
position is now.
"It's not accountable to anyone —
it's kind of a rogue position," he said.
And junior Michael Booker said
before any lobbying can be done.

students need to be consulted.
"Before we go out and say a lot of
students do want this voting member,
they need to be more informed about
the issue," Booker said.
When asked about her future duties
as Honor Council vice president,
sophomore Tori Reinhold stressed her
role as liaison between the students
and the administration, and said she
was "organized and can make
deadlines."
SGA secretarial candidates Roy
Firestone and Jenny Biondi were
asked about minority issues, and both
expressed interest in the topic.
Biondi said where minority issues
are concerned, she would like "to
increase awareness of all the events
going on out there."
Firestone said he has experience on
the multicultural awareness ad hoc
committee, and would like to sec a
standing committee with the same
function.
"My experience has been
exceedingly important to me,"
Firestone said.
Vice presidential candidates were
asked how they would implement
change, and junior Cheryl Windham
explained what her first step would be.
"To implement a change in regards
to academics, you would First go to
the commission on undergraduate
studies," Windham said.
When the vice presidential
candidates were asked to name the 11
committees and four commissions
they would serve on while in office,
no candidate could name all of them.

The Bluestone Yearbook is Now
Accepting Applications for the
1993-94 Yearbook
Positions Available:
• Features Editor
• Asst. Features Editor
• Sports Editor
• Asst. Sports Editor

Sports Writer
Classes Editor
Organizations Editor
Photographers

Pick up applications at the Bluestone office
Anthony-Seeger 217
Applications due by April 7 to AS 217
■■:'.■■:■:■■'■'":■-:-■-''■■■;'■:''■■■•■
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NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS IN STOCK
,GAfe(*y O^ AWAY TODAY!

Graduation apparel and announcements on sale in:
The Warren Campus Center
Allegheny Room
March 29, 30, 31
from 8:30 AM to 4:00 PM
Bachelor Complete Outfit $27.95
Hasten Complete Outfit
$34.95
Announcements—$.60

"•V-4

Diploma frames will also be on display. You will receive a 20%
discount off the purchase of these frames if you place an order
during these three days.
Diploma Frame with Double Mat—$65.00
Diploma Frame No Mat—————-$35.00
ffl

Personal Checks Accepted

^M

-...„v

STOP BYCftffc BOOTH AfTHS€OMPUTER>AIR
FEATURlNOtJLQTi^OOK AND LAPTOP COMPUTERS
(conputef'haatwore and softwjte available to JMU students, faculty and jtaff only)
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Every 22
minutes,
someone dies in
an
alcohol-related
automobile
accident. Don't
let it be you.
Don't let it be
your friend.

The Action is at
HUNTERS RIDGE
40&L

3?/

°«r

VSSSBF

Coming April 3rd & 4thZTA & Hunters Ridge Present:
SPRING SPIKE FEST • Volleyball Tournament
$300 Cash Prizes
Sponsored by Domino's & Western Sizziin
Call For More Information
You've paid your housing deposit
You have to live on campus, right?
WRONG!
Bring your housing deposit receipt and Hunters Ridge will
give you $100 off your first month's rent...
*some restrictions apply

Ask about our Scholarship Program
Open Saturday 11-3

Condos & Townhouses Available

GET OFF CAMPUS TODAY!

Friends don't let
friends drive
drunk.

434*5150
c

Beikeby

Realty. Inc. of Htrri&xiburY
EQUAL MOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

03

REALTOR'
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Yeltsin wants to end power struggle
MOSCOW — Exhausted and puffy-faced. President
Boris N. Yeltsin called Saturday for a week of talks
with Russia's Parliament chairman, chief judge and
prime minister to settle a bitter power struggle that
has paralyzed the government.
Yeltsin's appeal before the Congress of People's
Deputies, made in halting speech that raised
eyebrows in the Grand Kremlin Palace, came after
the deputies rejected a bid to impeach the president
and gave initial approval to an April 25 referendum
to settle the conflict between him and them.
Instead of moving to resolve differences between
its leaders and Yeltsin over what to ask voters, the
Congress began debating a resolution to weaken the
presidency and to urge Yeltsin's resignation.
At that point, the president made a surprise
appearance in the hall and urged Parliament to

endorse urgent negotiations among the four leaders
to "work out measures leading to a conciliation of all
branches of power."
"Shall we leave this hall in the atmosphere of
discord?" Yeltsin asked in an impromptu speech.
"The people will not understand. We must come out
and say that there is trust between us, that there is
agreement between us, and tell Russians to calm
down."
The president's foes ventured that he was ill or
drunk. Many of his supporters said the appearance,
which headed off a vote on the anti-Yeltsin
resolution, may have weakened his cause more than
it helped. Both sides said it raised questions about
whether he can outmaneuver his critics and prepare
for an April 3-4 summit with President Clinton in
Vancouver, British Columbia.

Aspin calls Pentagon's new
defense budget 'cautious'
WASHINGTON
—
Defense
Secretary Les Aspin Saturday called
his first cut at Pentagon spending
plans "a cautious budget" that seeks to
save money for use in domestic
priorities while protecting U.S. forces
from becoming overmanned and
undertrained.
"This is a cautious budget on the
weapons side. Very cautious," Aspin
told reporters at his first Pentagon
news conference, where he formally
presented a proposed national defense
budget of $263.4 billion for the
upcoming fiscal year. "We are
maintaining a lot of options. . .
treading water on two accounts.

research and development and
procurement."

Acknowledging that the budget
faces criticism from two sides, Aspin
appealed for time to conduct his
promised review of U.S. military
needs, which could result in changes
to the Clinton administration's
defense plans starting in 1995.
Meanwhile, Aspin asked Congress
to accept deep cuts, or to make even
sharper reductions in the military's
personnel rolls so that funds will be
available to keep those who stay in the
services well-equipped and trained.
— L.A. Times/Washington
Post news service

NOVA businessman named
state Democratic Party chair :
RICHMOND — Mark R. Warner has
either just landed a plum political
promotion or set himself up as the
biggest sucker in Virginia.
For better or worse, the 38-year-old
multimillionaire from Alexandria
Saturday became chairman of the
Democratic Party of Virginia.
If things go well, Warner's new post
could be the launch pad for his own
political career, a reward for years of
laboring at sometimes thankless jobs
for Gov. L. Douglas Wilder.
But Warner may have been lured
into a game at which there is no way
to win. It will be his job to steer the
Democrats away from self destruction
during what many expect will become
a bitter intraparty brawl between
Wilder and U.S. Sen. Charles S. Robb
in a race for the United States Senate
next year.
"I've thought really long and hard
about that," Warner said in an
interview. "I understand the difficulty
of coming into this role at this point."
Warner knows well the importance
of good timing. He says he always has
viewed financial success as a path to

public service, but so far his instincts
and luck have proven more reliable in
business than in politics.
Wamer is uniformly described by
Democrats as an amiable fellow;
that's part of the reason he was
selected party chairman today. At a
time when many of the state's top
Democrats do not trust one another,
Warner is one of a few people well
regarded by virtually everyone.
"Mark doesn't have any enemies,"
said Lt. Gov. Donald S. Beyer Jr. (D).
Beyer nonetheless warned, "It's going
to be a difficult job. It's going to take
a lot of courage and a lot of stature."
A reminder of the challenge facing
Warner came during a meeting of
Democratic leaders at which he was
selected. Dan Alcorn, party chairman
of Northern Virginia's I lth
Congressional District, won a round
of applause when he complained that
"people in our party are very
discouraged by the so-called RobbWilder feud. It's clearly not helping
our party or our state."
— L.A. Times/Washington
Post news service

Yeltsin moved quickly to dispel the speculation,
striding past deputies out of the Kremlin to shake
hands with well-wishers on Tverskaya Street. But he
said he had not slept in three nights because of the
political crisis and the recent death of his mother.
The personal drama capped a day of arcane
parliamentary maneuvering that achieved little
toward the compromise predicted by both sides after
it was clear that the Congress lacked the two-thirds
majority to unseat Yeltsin outright.
"The current crisis has gone far beyond the center
and penetrated the provinces," Prime Minister
Chernomyrdin told the deputies Saturday. "It is
splitting Russia and carving up the economy. I tell
you, we are on the verge of a national catastrophe."

WORLD

— L.A. Times/Washington Post news
service

WATCH

mo VING*

WithoujJthe influx of for^ignersv California
wouldn't be one of the fastest growing states, and
New York wouldn't have any growth. A census
Bureau analysis of recent migration data sjiowjs
nearly two million Americans migrated to
California between 1985 and 1990. But 1.8 million
Californians moved to other states, and 1,5 million
Ne# Yorkers moved to other states.

States with highest percentages of residents horn in state:
Louisiana
Kentuc
West Virginia
Alabama

77.4
773
77.3
76.4
75.9

States with highest percentages of residents horn elsewhere:
Nevada
Florida

■■:::::::::v:;:::::::::::::;

69.5
66.0
65.8
57.4
56.7
55.9
53.6
Source: U.S. News & World Report. March 22.
C.J. GREBB/THE BREEZE
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RECORD^ CORNER

UNIVKD6ITY JUDICIAL COUNCIL

20% OFF any regular priced item
10% OFF any sale priced item
Compact discs • Cassette tapes • T-shirts • etc.
Wide selection • low prices • Best sellers always on sale
Now open in our

^2 ^^ location:

offer expires
April 30,1993

MARKET SQUARE EAST
(Between Crutchfield and the Boston Beanery)
Phone: 433-9266

Students interested in applying for
the University Judicial Council may
obtain an application in Alumnae
Hall, Room 106. Application deadline
is 5:00 PM, April 9,1993.

WHSV-TV
WHSV-TV3 now accepting
resumes for part-time
production assistants. Some
experience preferred, and
college degree helpful. No
phone calls accepted. E.E.O.
Send resumes to:
John Dodson/
Program Director/
Production Mananger
WHSV-TV3 P.O. Box TV-3
Harrisonburg, Va 22801

Out ofThis World
Performance.

THE
PLACE
TO BE
IN'93

OLDE MILL VILLAGE
Amenities Galore
fill Leases are
Individual at
No Extra Charge
• Stunning performance
at affordable prices!
Professionally managed by:

• New GT's
now in for spring.
• Check them out!

Horsley and Constable
Property Management Division

434-1173 or 432-9502
A MEMBER OF THE
[71
SfcARS FINANCIAL NETWORK III

COLDUieiX
BANKCRL1
1570 S. MAIN, HARRISONBURG

434-5151
Mall <■=■«■«»

HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

Pedal on the level - no hills to climb
or interstate to cross.
Only four blocks to campus.
Energy efficient heat pumps.
Stain resistant wall'to-wall carpeting.
Mini'blinds on all windows.
Basketball courts.
Paved parking spaces.
Pre-wired for telephone.
Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
Deadbolt locks and door viewers on
all apartments.
Well lit parking lot and walkways.
Convenient bus service to campus &
Valley Mall.
Full time management and maintenance.
No sliding patio doors.

I

DON'T MISS
OUR FREE RENT
GIVEAWAY IN
SEPTEMBER

jyr
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New editors,
new stories
and a
newshole to
fill in
The Breeze.
PLEASE CALL
DREW AND NICOLE
AT

x6l27 WITH

YOUR NEWSTIPS.
-1—&

a %£ ^
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\

COLLEGE JEWELRY

OFFICIAL RING COMPANY
FORCLASSOF1993
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CioldKomii)

FREE!!!
&

March 29 & 30
10 a.m. -3 p.m.
The Commons

&*-*

l-AYMENT PLANS AVAII.ABI.lv
«*•■

—r

■5T?

mN6Ktw*m&im
.« ♦ CILL/A -

BENEFITING...

HARRISONBURG
ROCKINGHAM
FREE CLINIC
♦ ♦ ♦

PROVIDING HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES FOR PEOPLE WHO DO
NOT HAVE THE FINANCIAL
RESOURCES TO RECEIVE SUCH
CARE IN OTHER WAYS.

FRIDAY, APRIL 2, 1993
JMU PHILLIPS
CENTER BALLROOM

SPONSORED BY

6PM - 1AM

WXJM

CALL WXJM
FOR MORE INFO:

(703) 568-6878

TICKETS:
AT THE DOOR

88.7 FM

$

3

PUTTING INTERESTING THINGS
IN YOUR. EARS,

7%e Commons Welcomes Singles and Doubles!
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TTie Commons has the key to your housing dilemma!
Each fully furnished
Call The
4 bedroom apartment
Commons
comes with:
today at
•Free Cable television
432-0600
(a $650 savings - includes
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/etc.)
and get off
•Double bed in each bedroom
Office Hours
campus
•Full size washer and dryer
•Telephone hook-ups
this fall!
Mon.-Fri.-9-5:30
S«L 12-4:30
Sun by appointment

K
o

reading 0)

J now! j

in each bedroom
•Built in microwave oven
•Patio or balcony
•Free Water and Sewer
•Free trash pick-up
•Full time maintenance
•FREE QUARTERLY
MAID SERVICE

869-B PORT REPUBLIC RD.

«<»0NQ«ltiMfl«0«Q9fll9ea »W17

Speaker

to

present

vocabulary

Dr. Tom Estes of the University of Virginia will
present "Vocabulary Development" during a ReadTo-Leam session April 6 in the Hall of Fame Room
at the Convocation Center at 4:30 p.m. Admission to
the presentation is free and open to the public. The
JMU Reading Center requests that persons interested
in attending call x6284 by March 31.

Academy Award Tidbit
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences was created
in 1927. The first group of awards was presented in 1929 to
celebrate the academy's second year and was restricted to
silent movies.
*

At first, 10 nominations were made by the 400 academy
members and then narrowed down by a panel of judges.
Ever since 1957, the nominations and final votes have been
confined to the approximately 4,000 academy members.

Panama invasion documentary to be
shown:
The Latino Student Association, Hispanic Studies
Club and Commonground will sponsor a showing of
"The Panama Deception" March 30 in Duke Hall,
room A-200, at 7 p.m. The documentary will be
followed by a discussion period with a member of
the Independent Commission of Inquiry into the U.S.
Invasion of Panama.

Commonground features wilderness
As part of Commonground's March speaker
series, Ernie Reed of Virginians for Wilderness and
of the Sierra Club will discuss "National Forests and
Your Own Backyard: Ecology and Economics of the
National Forest," March 31 at 7 p.m. at 284 E. Water
St. For more information, contact Commonground at
433-8212.

Harrisonburs celebrates Arbor Day:
The Harrisonburg community will celebrate Arbor
Day April 10 with a beautification cleanup for future
tree planting from 9 a.m.-noon on the corridor at
East Market Street and Interstate 81. Sign-in is at the
Dyerle building parking lot between Blockbuster
Video and Lowes from 9-11:30 a.m. The event,
sponsored by Greener Harrisonburg and the City of
Harrisonburg, is for anyone 12 and over. For more
information, call Tanya Denckla at 833-2801 or Jim
Baker at 434-5928.

to address U.S. businesses in
The president of Georgia Bonded Fibers of Buena
Vista, James C. Kostelni, will discuss issues
impacting U.S. businesses in the international
marketplace April 6 in Showker Hall, room G5 at
7:30 p.m.

VINCE RHODES/THE BREEZE

SOURCE: The Hollywood Story

Calendar of events
■ ■••.■■<■•■'■ <-^'-

Monday

29 Tuesday

• Commuter Student Council meeting, WCC,
Tidewater Room, 5 p.m.
• Black Student Alliance general meeting, Harrison
Hall Annex, room B-3,7 p.m. Elections wil be held.
• Sociology Club meeting, Jackson Hall, room 104,7
p.m.
• Visiting Scientist Michail Korolyov will present a
lecture on current political and economic conditions in
Russia, Miller Hall, room 101,7:30 p.m.
• College Republicans meeting, Jackson Hall, room
103.8 p.m.

• Computer and Information Technology Fair,
Convocation Center, 5-9 p.m. Admission $2.
• Psychology club meeting. Moody Hall, room
101,7:30 p.m.
• Celebrity Chefs Buffet to benefit Valley AIDS
Network educational programs, Sheraton Inn,
Harrisonburg, 7-9 p.m.

^Thursday

Wednesday

• Computer and Information Technology Fair,
Convocation Center, 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
• Blood Drive sponsored by Kappa Kappa Psi, PC.
Ballroom, 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
• Baseball, JMU vs. Mount St. Mary's, Long
Field/Mauck Stadium, 3 p.m.
• Harmony meeting, Jackson Hall, room 104,7-9
p.m.
• Brown Bag Lecture Series, "Discussion-Phobia,"
Hillcrest House, 12-1 p.m.

• EARTH meeting, Harrison Hall, room
B-202, 5-6:30 p.m.
• "Planets and Perception," 7 p.m. and "Winter Skies,"
8 p.m., Miller Hall, Wells Planetarium.

English professor to be director of
semester in Pans program:
Dr. Mark A.R. Facknitz, an associate professor of
English who joined JMU in 1983, has been selected
as director of JMU's semester in Paris program.
Facknitz succeeds Dr. David A. Ley as director of
the program.

JMU junior elected
Ropubfcan federation:

chairman

of

Michael D. Gekas, a JMU junior, was elected
chairman of the College Republican Federation of
Virginia at the annual convention Feb. 26-28 in
Lynchburg. The Federation unites college
Republican clubs across Virginia

TUESDAY

MONDAY

wL*
^^PC

WEDNESDAY

H,CH: 60

HIGH:

70°

HIGH:

55°

LOW: 45°

LOW:

48°

LOW:

38°

Partly Cloudy

°
Partly Sunny

Source:
WQPO/WSVA
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Fluid movement and a futuristic so

m
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on temporary dance st<
Fluid moves, gymnastic falls,
classical and futuristic music, a
little theatre and a lot of dance
made up the unusual combination
of sights and sounds presented by
the JMU Contemporary Dance
Ensemble.

From Thursday to Saturday in
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre, the 21member ensemble performed a
series of seven dances including the
genres of ballet, modern dance and
some dance theatre.
"It was exciting to see all the
different forms of dance in one
concert," sophomore Tee Martin
said.
The night began with a lively and
fun modem dance piece

named "None of the
Above," set to
futuristic,
technotronic music
by
2
NU.
Choreographer
Barbara Cecchini, a
senior, gave the audience
much to look at in this first piece
with colorful costumes, sporadic
movements and interesting props.
With equally unusual costuming,
"Mother's Milk," choreographed by
junior Christina Crocker, was
performed by four girls in t-shirts
and jeans. This piece was selected
by the JMU Dance Faculty to be
entered in the 1993 American
College Dance Festival in
Richmond. "Blowing

Memories," a
modern solo danced
by graduate student Ann
Saretzy and choreographed
by junior Jon Zimmerman,
took the audience through a series
of movements illustrating her inner
thoughts.
Working as a dancer and
choreographer for the ensemble is
not uncommon. The ensemble —
made up of dance majors and
minors, graduate students and
other qualified students —
expects students to perform and
choreograph, as well as help in the
technical aspects of producing
dance concerts.
Freshman Melissa Smith assisted
in working on lights for
production. "We learn
bout everything that
appens backstage before
ever get to perform,"
she said.
Faculty participation
also important to the
nsemble. The premiere
of "Sigmund In My
Pocket,'
choreographed by
JMU's coordinator
of dance Shane
O'Hara, was set to
original
music
composed by Andrew
Jung of Harrisonburg.
"Sigmund,"
a
dance theatre piece,
commented on the

mental s
therapy.
membei
Leona E
sophc
Brow
Kimb
part-time
Alcorn —
as danced
convey th
feelings
patient.
Philli
never b<
a mainst
enjoyed p
three of the
net
pei
• mai
workinj
was a lot of
said.
"Just Use Me" al
physical humo
Choreographe
performed
Saretzky
i
Zimmerm
"Just Use M
was a dar
that descril
t
h
relationship betwe
man and a won
Gymnastic
stu
provided the piec
humor and emotior

jflrtlck by Lynno Wolf
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tops to modern beat
tal state of patient
ipy. Four company
libers — senior
la Elizabeth Baker,
iphomore
Beth
rownlee, junior
imber Phillips and
time student Kathy
n — acted as well
iced to humorously
;y the emotions and
ngs of a confused
:nt.
lillips, who has
;r been involved in
instage production,
d performing in
the works.
"I was a little
nervous
to
perform
on
mainstage,
but romance where one person tries to
king on 'Sigmund' assert dominance over the other.
"It seems like they wore each
of fun," Phillips
other down in the end," junior
j" also incorporated Jenna Hull said after the
performance.
imor into dance,
The finale of the evening
iphed
and
was a piece created by guest
i by
choreographer Sharon
and
Wyrrick
of
rman,
Rappahannock
e Me,"
County,
who
dance
premiered
her
jcribed
modern dance
i
e
work
titled,
;tween a
"Flock."
Wyrrick
voman.
founded
Full
Circle,
a
stunts
dance and performance
piece with the
project, in 1983. She is also a
>tions involved in a

ir

member
of KI Theatre based in Washington,
Va.
Nine dancers :— dressed in white
cloth that gradually became wings
— performed "Flock," a modern
dance with strong heavenly and
angelic overtones.
Junior Evelyn Hurley felt that the
music accompanying the piece was
"representative of earth and life."
The piece ended with a dramatic
scene of the newly created angels
spreading their wings in fading
morning light. This image brought
to a close an evening of varied
dance and music styles that
together offered something for
everyone.

(Far Left) Megan Grow, Barbara
Cecchini, Debbie Zaltman,
Francie Downey and Kimber
Phillips perform 'Flock.'
(Middle top) Grow and (middle
bottom) Melissa Smith dance
'Streaming.'
(Top Right) Ann Sareztky holds
up Jon Zimmerman.
(Bottom Right) Val Fontana,
Shannon Collins, Beth Brownlee
and Phillips step softly in
'Mother's Milk.'
.«
!

j

Photos by Rob Calvcrt

rophics by Morel Sponcor
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Td like to thank the academy. . .'

Student critic predicts new Oscar winners
by Jay Cooper
contributing writer
Eighty percent of the nominees will walk away
either frustrated, ticked off or convinced that the
whole thing is a sham.
The remaining 20 percent will probably say things
like "I can't believe the academy picked me," "I'm
amazed," or "The real honor is being nominated,
but winning sure feels good."
In a tradition as old as the awards themselves,
newspaper critics and amateur critics take their stab
at who will win what and why. Joining the likes of
Rex Reed, Vince Canby, Siskle and Ebert, and every
other person on the planet, here are my predictions
for the 1992 Academy Awards.
Best Picture: A nod in this category is certainly
an ego boost for the studio and the film maker. But
more importantly to Hollywood, it can add millions
to the box office take. The buzz this year is that
"Unforgiven" will win, if for no other reason than
everyone says it's a critical masterpiece.
I, on the other hand, found it to be a meandering
tale without real substance or meaning. Someone
explain to me how this Him breaks the myth of the
Western genre, when in the last five minutes of the
film Clint Eastwood blows away everyone in sight?
Still, it will probably win. Hollywood likes to
honor its own, and Eastwood is no exception. Note:
'The Player," my personal pick for Best Picture, was

shafted for lack of a nomination.
Best Director. Hollywood's bad boy director Bob
Altman returned last year to the silver screen with
"The Player" — a scathing indictment of the
Hollywood mentality. More than 100 stars — all
working for peanuts — appeared in this tell-all
mock-umentary of sun city.

If Hollywood likes to honor its own, it loves to
mock its own. "The Player" is a highly stylized,
beautifully woven, hysterically funny film. Altman
already won Best Director from the Writers Guild of
America and the New York Film Critics. He should
edge out Eastwood, an admitted novice. Dammit, if
he loses the awards are a sham!
Best Actor: Conventional Hollywood wisdom
says when an actor is nominated for two awards, he's
got to win one of them. Al Pacino will walk away

with something for his mantelpiece, but does he
really deserve it for "Scent of A Woman?" No. I
expect Pacino to win Best Supporting Actor for his
riveting performance in "Glengary, Glen Ross."
That leaves a race between Steven Rae from "The
Crying Game" and Eastwood. Rae might slip away
with the hardware, but it seems more likely that it
will be another dubious award for Eastwood.
Best Actress: It's the only lock. If Emma
Thompson loses this, I'll eat a pound of D-Hall
vegetable lasagna. She's received mention from
every imaginable source for her role in "Howard's
End." In an otherwise weak category, she's the only
imaginable recipient Trust me.
Best Original Screenplay: Miramax Films is
pushing this small independent picture into suburban
shopping malls all across the country. The "twist" in
the story, that no one will talk about, has brought in
box office receipts to the tune of 40 million bucks.
This story demonstrates why the Best Original
Screenplay category exists. With an original angle,
"The Crying Game" is a love story beyond the
boundaries of sex. Neil Jordan has already won Best
Screenplay from the Writers Guild, the Boston
Society of Critics, the New York Film Critics and
many other smaller organizations.
Well, those are my picks. Stay tuned for the
awards ceremony tonight, and hopefully I won't be
seeing you in D-Hall.

Upcoming ... at JMU
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"Eve Laramee: Installation as Spectacle and Process," March 22-April 11,
Sawhill Gallery, Duke Hall.
"New Image Gallery," March 22-April 16, Sawhill Gallery, Duke Hall.
"Artwork by Jennifer Hackett & Nathan Lyon," April 1-10, Artworks
Gallery, Zirkle House.
"Printmaking Group Show," April 1-10, The Other Gallery, Zirkle House.
"Fourth Annual New Images Exhibit," April 1-16, New Image Gallery,
Zirkle House.
Art Auction, April 3-4, The Homestead.

music

s

YOVJ* i^3

- ^°*

String Chamber Ensembles, 8 p.m., March 29, Anthony-Seeger Hall
Auditorium.
Jazz Chamber Ensemble, 8 p.m., March 30, Wilson Hall Auditorium.
Youth Concert, 10 a.m., March 31, Wilson Hall Auditorium.
Hute Choir, 8 p.m., March 31, Anthony-Seeger Hall Auditorium.
Madison Singers, 8 p.m., April 1, Emmanual Episcopal Church.
April Fools Concert, 1 p.m., April 1, Anthony-Seeger Hall Auditorium.
Ying Qiao violin recital, 4:30 p.m., April 2, Anthony-Seeger Hall
Auditorium.
Chris Breault and Kevin Lewis trumpet recital, 6 p.m., April 2,
Anthony-Seeger Auditorium.
Caryn Widrick horn recital, 8 p.m., April 2, Anthony-Seeger Hall
Auditorium.
1
Tennessee Tech Trumpet Ensemble, 8 p.m., April 3, Music Building,
room 108.
* Choral Concert, 3 p.m., April 4, Eastern Mennonite College.
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Computer and Information Technology Fair, 5-9 p.m., March 30,10 a.m.9 p.m., March 31, Convocation Center.
•UPB Presents Kevin Locke, 8 p.m., April 1, Wilson Hall Auditorium.
_'.> ,V.' .''';\.M.-M.i i •>
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JMU football program loses $1 million
Large team size and scholarships
reasons for operating in the red
by Sara Hammel
senior writer
JMU's football program is expected
to lose over $1 million in 1992-93
according to figures from Executive
Associate Athletic Director Brad
Babcock.
Revenue earned directly from
football comes from gate receipts and
game guarantees. Game guarantees
are provided by other schools that host
JMU but don't play at JMU that
season. Revenue from both areas is
expected to total S334.900 this year.

TARA DELANCY/THE BREEZE
Other funds that may go toward the
football program includes portions of
about $6.7 million from student
comprehensive fees, part of which can
be considered revenue from student
admissions to games, $184,000 from
the JMU Foundation, $30,000
program ads and sales, and $225,000
from the NCAA for participating in
division I basketball.
After coaches' salaries, athletic
scholarships and general operating
costs arc paid, football is expected to
spend SI.362,915.
The total cost to supply coaches'

salaries, scholarships and operating
costs for JMU's 25 varsity sports is
expected to be $4,478,214 this year.
And football makes up about 30
percent of that budget.
Dean
Ehlers,
director of
intercollegiate athletics, said football
is a large portion of JMU's athletic
budget because there are so many
people on the team. He said that with
two back-up players at each position,
I-AA football becomes "three-deep."
"[If] you look at football threedeep, and that's how we look at I-AA
football, that's 66 people," Ehlers
said. "So the numbers make a
tremendous difference in college
football."
But those are just the players on
scholarship, Ehlers said. More players
are needed for practice.
Currently, there are about 112
players on JMU's football team,
which keeps operating costs high.
Like many I-AA football programs,
JMU's football operating costs are the
highest in the athletic program this
year, at about $370,000. It is followed
only by men's basketball, at about
$300,000.
Dr. John R. Thelin, professor at the
College of William & Mary and
author of The Old College Try:
Balancing Academics and Athletics in
Higher Education, agreed that the size
of the team is a factor with high costs,
as well as the level of competition.
"The reason is, I-AA is competitive
and expensive," Thelin said. "Say
there's 60 football players on
scholarship ... at $10,000 a year,
that's $600,000 right there."
According to Babcock, there is
$9,692 per full-scholarship athlete
plus book money given in non-need
based aid this year.

Projected Revenue for Football 1992-1993
Projected revenue from
football gate receipts
$184,900
Projected revenue from game
guarantee
$150,000
Total football budget
$1,362,915

/THE BREEZE

At JMU, each full scholarship is
determined by averaging total in-state
tuition and fees with those for out-ofstate students, with book money
additional.
But with the equivalent of 65 full
scholarships going to the football
program totaling 5678,440, that is an
average of about SI0,400 for each
player.

Costs can be cut

Salaries
Operat]
Grants
rotal athletic grants.........

■***»

3>.313,330
$371,145
..........$678,440
$2,029,523

Percent of grant money
spent on:j^fti4U:^;^^t.:.^,^....^.f....-33^'
CJ. GREBB/THE BREEZE

But some say costs could be cut in
the football program by reducing the
number of scholarships given to the
program.
Bob Brodhead, the former athletic
director at Louisiana State University,
said he would like to sec the number
of grants given reduced universally.
"It's stupid to have more than 60,"
Brodhead said.
Because of a recent NCAA ruling,
the number of grants allowed in I-AA
football has been reduced for next
year from 65 to 63.
Ehlers said JMU's football team
needs the maximum number of
scholarships, because he sees a need
for two back-up players at each
position.
"We give the maximum number of
scholarships," Ehlers said. "And if
you look at scholarships, football

exceeds everything else. But it's the
nature of the sport."
But he admitted that if competing
schools would eliminate their
scholarships, he would comply.
"If everybody did away with
athletic grants, I would support that
position," Ehlers said. "But it would
be very difficult to compete at the IAA level if you did not give
scholarships."
But in the National Football
League, each team goes out on the
field with only 45 active players and
two inactive players.
According to the NFL Public
Relations Department, that's enough
players to have a healthy and winning
team.
"NFL players usually have a backup at each position, but . . . it's
something they limit. There's no need
to have more backups at a position,"
said.
The NFL also said that
although more players are needed for
practice, the limited roster hasn't been
a hinderance.
"It hasn't been a problem, really,
with not enough players," the NFL
representative said.
"The position that might have an
extra back-up would be the
quarterback."
FOOTBALL page 23
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FOUR
ISK
PIZZA

Large One
Topping Pizza

University Place

1 Pizza - $5.99
2 Pizzas - $10.99

433 • 3776

Extra topping $1 both pizzas
Good tor a limited time

I1 *TAP
PIZZA

Medium One
Topping Pizza

[••••I

Check Us Out!!

1 Pizza - $4.99
2 Pizzas - $8.99

433-3776

Call 432-6541

Extra topping $1 both pizzas
Good tor a limited time

IF0UR
STAR

Small One ■aj ■
Topping Pizza I mXA
1 Pizza - $3.99
2 Pizzas - $6.99

****

433-3776

■

—^^|

Extra topping $1 both pizzas
Good tor a limited time

PIZZA
P****!

Two BIG
12" subs and
two 16 oz. drinks

433 • 3776

Large One
Topping Pizza

iSfS
i****i

1 Pizza - $5.99
2 Pizzas - $10.99

433 • 3776

Extra topping $1 both pizzas
Good for a limited time

- — ■

l )l\"m

Deal

•*•*

Two BI9
12" subs and
.
Ipj two 16 oz. drinks

•Reasonable Rates
•Individual Leases
•3 & 4 Bedroom Units
•Microwave
•Washer & Dryer

»Easy access to JMU (bus service)
•Furnished or Unfurnished Units
• Dishwasher
»Free Water
• Ample Parking

THE BEST IN
STUDENT HOUSING
FOR THE MONEY!
Come by and see the changes at University Place!

FILLTNQ UP FAST!
Call Dorothy Ritchie or Jim Acord 432-6541
Commonwealth Realty 434-2977

Live on
campus and
pay just one
price.
Without the
bills and
advertising,
there's more
room in
your
mailbox for
fun things
like
packages
from home
and letters
from
friends'

choice for

For more information call:
Extension 6489
J
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Football
CONTINUED from page 21
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STAFF KNOW.
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Meetings are 4:30
Monday afternoons.

i

But JMU head football coach Rip
Schcrer said professional football is
less rigorous than college football, and
more players are needed.
"The pro game is a lot slower paced
game," Schcrer said. "A good day in
the pros, they'll run... 50 plays, and a
college game is 75 to 80 plays."
He also said NFL teams' practices
are easier on the players.
"The pace of their practice is not
nearly as physical. . . because they
have established that base in high
school and college."
He also said although he is allotted
65 full scholarships, there arc more
than 65 players receiving grant
money.
"We break some of them up into
quarter scholarships, more to reward
walk-ons," Schcrer said.
But regardless of how the money is
allocated, the football team is
expected to see a deficit this year.

Some dispute football deficit
According to Thclin, most I-AA
programs are not consistent with how
they defend their programs when
discussing budgets.
"The football programs want it both
ways," Thelin said. He said football
administrators say, "We deserve the
equipment... and the money, because
we bring in the money."
But when the programs arc faced
with a deficit, Thclin said
administrators have a different
argument.

"Then they say, 'we're not here to
make money,'" he said.
According to Ehlcrs, JMU's role is
not to make money off of the football
program.
"We're not losing money," Ehlcrs
said. "We're investing in a future.
"We feel it's part of the total
educational process," he said. "We
have never been charged here with
generating a profit in athletics."
Even though football is not selfsustaining, Ehlcrs said it benefits the
university is many ways.
"Alums. . . come back to watch
football," Ehlcrs said. "The marching
band is involved with football. You
have cheerleaders and the dance
team."
Babcock also said money is not the
issue.
"To spend SI.3 million a year on
football is not good business sense, if
you were doing it on a business
basis," Babcock said. "But we're not."
But Thclin said in Capital Ideas, a
college finance publication, thai
schools should look at whether they
can really afford to support a team that
loses so much money.
"The deficits arc lor these
institutions' football programs only,
not for the so-called minor or nonrevenue sports," Thclin said.
But Ehlcrs said it's not up to him to
choose JMU's level of competition.
"Thai's a decision that was made
by our Board of Visitors years ago —
that we would have football dial could
compete in the southern conference
level, which is I-AA," Ehlcrs said.

FIJI... The NEW Fraternity at JMU!

We're looking for men who want to FOUND their own fraternity.
Phi Gamma Delta, nicknamed the "Fijis" is a brand new fraternity starting at JMU March 29 - April 1. We are starting
fresh., from scratch... looking for gentlemen of quality of ANY CLASS YEAR who want to make a difference at JMU, are
serious about their scholarship, active on campus and willing to meet the challenge of being a FOUNDER of the very
own fraternity. This opportunity will only happen once!
This is not just any fraternity Phi Gamma Delta means business about our scholastic/ service and
leadership emphasis. This mil be a fraternity of the futue at James Madison University
You may not know that such distinguished individuals such as Jack Nicklaus, Johnny Carson, Mclean Stevenson, Peter
O'Malley, Roger Penske, Hale Irwin, Payne Stewart, the Presidents of corporations like Nike, US West, ESPN, Astronaut
Gene Cernan, Norman Vincent Peale and President Candidate Bob Kerrey, and many others are Phi Gamma Deltas.
These Men and 87,000 others located across the globe could be your BROTHERS!

COME TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT FIJIS...

Tuesday, March 30th 9:00*11:00 PM
Valley Room * Warren Campus Center
This will be your golden oppertunity to find out more about this exciting new fraternity, to meet area Fiji graduate
(alumni) brothers who will be working with the new fraternity and to have all your questions answered
Stop by our information table on Tuesday in the Commons Area.
Tuesday, March 30th from 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
or
Contact Chris Sheppard or Chris Fitch at 564*2793 or
Drew Moreau at 564-1456 for additional information.
All men who consider this opportunity will be granted a 10-15 minute interview on Wednesday, March 31st during
the period 9:00 AM - 6:00 PM. Our FOUNDING pledge class will be installed on Thursday evening, April 1st.

Take a closer look at the Fraternity of choice... Phi Delta Gamma!
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Dart...
A boring dart to the Student Government
Association for the questions it asked at the
debate last week. One question asked the vice
presidential candidates to name the six
commissions and four committees the vice
president serves on. The SGA candidates should
be originating ideas, not memorizing lists.

Pat...

Empower SGA, vote tomorrow
Soon, students will be shelling out $8,000 or
so for another year at JMU. Out of that
money, $1872 are comprehensive fees —
fees that, according to JMU, go toward the
improvement of student life. There's only one
problem — students have little or no say as to where
98 percent of that money goes.
That's only one of the many reasons that students
should take the time to vote tomorrow for Student
Government Association Executive Council and
Honor Council positions. The SGA is our only voice
in the governance of the university, and without the
students' support, they have no power.
The new SGA Executive Council will face two
formidable obstacles — one of them being student
disinterest in governance here. As long as things
seem to be running smoothly, the students don't take
much of an interest in the SGA's activities. But
behind the scenes, the SGA is constandy working to
make student concerns known to the administration.
And that's not an easy task — getting taken
seriously by the administration is their second largest
obstacle. The administration has dealt with countless
SGAs through the years, and they know how to
stonewall student concerns when they decide to.
It takes a committed, involved SGA to break down
those barriers. This year the SGA has had some
success in its efforts, including the continuance of
faculty/student open forums, working to inform
students about student fees, exploring the option of
plus/minus grading, working to increase student
voice on university committees and lobbying the
state legislature, among other activities.
While those accomplishments are noteworthy, the
organization is capable of a great deal more. As
students who pay the university for a service, we

deserve more of a say in what type of education we
receive. For instance, we have a right to more of a
say in where our fee money goes. We have a right to
demand representation 6n JMU's governing bodies.
We have a right to push the state legislature to
address educational concerns. If we are not getting
our rights, we have an obligation to demand them.
And SGA elections are one of the best times for
students to demand their rights from the university.
With a vocal student body and a strong SGA, the
administration must! address student concerns.
Whether students waht more parking, more class
sections or more pool tables, the only way they can
get what they want is to take an! interest in how
decisions are made at this university and who makes
them.
This year's letter to the editor section in The
Breeze has been full of letters from students who
aren't satisfied with the status quo. Issues like the
fate of Freshman Seminar, racism on campus and
faculty power affect all students. While writing about
these issues is a good way to get people thinking, if
students want action, their elected representatives are
the best solution.
In this issue of The Breeze, SGA and Honor
Council candidates have given their platforms and
discussed what they want done next year. Take some
time to look over those articles and read the letters to
the editor in support of the various candidates. Think
about what your concerns are and which candidates
you think represent those concerns. And most
importantly, vote.
The house editorial is written by a member of the
editorial board and does not necessarily reflect the
opinion of the individual staff members.
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Editorial Policy

Letters to the editor should be no more than 350 words, columns no
more than 550 words, and will be published on a space available basis.
They must be delivered to The Breexe by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarify and space.
The opinions In this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of
tjte newspaper, this staff, or James Madison Universiry.

To JMU's chapter of Circle K International, a
service organization, that was honored at their
district convention for having met the district
service goal and project theme, placing second
in overall achievement and being acknowledged
as having a distinguished president and two
distinguished collegians. Keep up the wonderful
work.
Sent in by a club member who is honored to
be associated with Circle K.

Dart...
An angry, frustrated and very hungry dart to
D-Hall for removing the heavenly Cocoa
Krispies from its rightful bin. Such a well-loved
cereal is sorely missed and was the sole
breakfast for some of us. We're hoping this
wrong will be righted very soon.
Sent in by two D-Hall diners going through
Cocoa Krispies withdrawal.

Pat...
To the men and women of the parking staff
who monitor the Miller Hall lot in the morning
and Burruss in the evening. Through good
weather and bad their efforts have made the
parking situation more tolerable. Thanks!
Sent in anonymously.

Dart...
To the hostesses at the Steakhouse who very
rudely tell people to leave well before their
"time is up." We understand there are other
reservations, but couldn't you be polite?
Sent in anonymously.

Pat...
To food services for rearranging the facilities
at Mrs. Greens in a more convenient fashion to
make lunch more enjoyable and hassle free.
Sent in by Ashley H. Parker, an avid Mrs.
Greensfan.
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Letters to the Editor

SGA elections elicit letters
of support for candidates
Michael Booker for president
To the editor:
I am writing to enthusiastically endorse the candidacy
of Michael Booker for SGA president. Michael, in his three
years of service to this university, has proven that he has
the experience, the knowledge and the dedication to serve
as our president. He is the only candidate who has distinct
goals and a clearer focus for SGA, and he has not resorted
to making false promises — his campaign is based on
reality.
Michael wants to make the SGA more aggressive when
dealing with the administration. He was instrumental in the
retention, and the reform, of Freshman Seminar. He
realizes that SGA is seen as a weak organization by the
students and wants to improve our focus and our perception
by the students through attending club
meetings, holding student forums and
establishing a newsletter. Michael is
the only candidate for president who
has lobbied in Richmond for JMU
concerns, and he was involved in the
decision to grant us funds for the
fourth level to the library — a decision
that will have an impact on our
university.
Michael understands student fees
and he will work with the
administration and other universities to
grant the SGA our deserved right to be
more involved with the disbursement of student fees. As
president, he will promote and expand multiculturmlism by
forming a stronger link with multicultural organizations
and actively recruit members of the senate from these
organizations.
Our SGA is in a serious crisis. We need a president
who has goals, not false promises. Most importantly (and
don't let anyone tell you otherwise) we need a president
with solid, dependable experience. Michael has the
experience it will take to make SGA accessible to you.
Together, we can make SGA the organization we want it to
be. Tomorrow, elect the one person who can help us. Elect
Michael Booker as our next SGA president.
Jeffrey Lucy
finance
freshman

Joshua Pringle for president
To the editor:
The undersigned Student Government Association
senators would like to express our interest and support for
the candidacy of Joshua Pringle for SGA president. It is our
intent to inform the student body about the support of SGA
members for Prihgle because of our mutual commitment to
serving the interests of the JMU student body.
The campaign positions Pringle holds are not the issues
we are addressing with this letter. We do. however,- want to
support his initiative and strong enthusiasm for reforming
the SGA, its processes and most importantly, the
commitment to students in attempting to carve an avenue of
input to the administration. The concept of an active and
effective student government has not been seen or heard of
on the JMU campus for several years, but we believe that
through teamwork, continued student support and a new
direction in SGA, student opinions and concerns can once
again be heard here at JMU.
We believe that Joshua Pringle as SGA president will
help make the SGA into a body that better serves students'
needs. We encourage students to vote tomorrow at the
commons or Godwin Hall between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
because only by voting can we bring about a beneficial
change in student government at JMU.
SGA senators
Todd Fraley
Melissa Dodson
Michael Williams
Mike Kellv
Alan O. Harris

Michael Gottlieb for Honor
Council president
To the editor:
I am writing to inform the student population about
myself as a candidate for Honor Council president.
I will begin with my experience. Currently. I am the
head representative of the Honor Council, which makes me
the highest ranking non-executive officer. Additionally, I
have been the representative of the Honor Council for the
past two years. I am also the president of the Prc-Law
Society of JMU and have been elected an officer since my
freshman year. I participated in Emerging Leaders and this
semester I was selected to be the Student Representative of
the College of Letters and Sciences Commencement
Committee.
Of course, a candidate must
have more than just
experience — a strong
platform is a necessity as
well. I have been a part of the
Honor Council long enough
to fully understand what its
focus has been and what I
feel it should be. This year
we have only had 10 cases.
Why so few? I do not believe
that it is because only 10
people cheated this year, but
instead I think that it is
because both faculty and students do not know exactly how
to report offenders. Please understand that the Honor
Council is a not a police force waiting to pounce on an
unsuspecting cheater, but it is an organization that means to
curb academic dishonesty. I propose that the Honor
Council put signs/posters in each academic and residence
hall enumerating how to report an honor violation. I believe
that this will serve as an exceptionally effective deterrent to
anyone contemplating cheating. I have many more ideas on
how to improve the Honor Council, but space prohibits
how many I can list here.
Finally, I would like to discuss why you should vote for
me for Honor Council president. I am the most qualified
candidate because I have more experience and I have a
stronger platform than my opponent. I believe that he is not
as responsible as someone considering holding an office
like this should be! Why do I bring this up? I bring this up
because you have a choice for Honor Council President:
Noon or myself. I want you to make an informed decision
regarding who you vote for.
Please remember a few things when you go to vole
tomorrow on the commons or in Godwin Hall. You need to
vote for who you think is the most qualified and
experienced candidate. Additionally, you need to vote for
who you feel is most likely to do the best job. I believe that
when you take all of the factors in account, you will vote
for me — Michael Gottlieb for Honor Council President.
Michael S. Gottlieb
political science
junior

Mike Reid for vice president
To the editor:
It seems that most students are dissatisfied with the job
the SGA is doing. As a student, I too am frustrated with
some things that the faculty and administration do. As a
student, I also realize that I have the chance to change some
of that. I took the initiative to do something by declaring
my candidacy for SGA vice president.
Since then. I have been treated as an outsider by most
SGA members. That seems unfortunate because, as a
student, I am affected by the SGA's actions. However. 1
have not been part of the problem in the SGA and like most
students I have to deal with its actions. The time has come
to change that. The SGA needs more positive people in its

PREVIEW
organization. It should try to encompass more students and
more student organizations. Many student organizations
will say, "Thanks for the money to support our programs,
but why didn't you attend?" This shows the SGA's
inefficiency to deal effectively with students and
organizations.
I plan to change this by creating belter networks and
partnerships among ihe SGA and organizations.
Encouraging student involvement campus wide, rather than
simply in SGA meetings is imperative. We as students can
overcome these barriers between the SGA and the students,
allowing the barrier between the students and
administration to tumble down.
I feel that working with the administration rather than
working against it, we can accomplish our needs and goals
both in Richmond and on campus. We need to encourage
greater equality on campus as well. This can be
accomplished by stressing the need for greater minority
enrollment and hiring based on quality rather than quotas.
In turn, this will encourage diverse groups on campus.
Getting the job done effectively and efficiently is the
solution to the problems of the SGA and those concerning
JMU. The person with the solutions is Mike Reid, not the
members of the SGA. New leadership will get the SGA out
of discussion and into action. Electing Mike Reid for SGA
vice president will allow students to finally lake charge. A
vote for Mike Reid means progress. A vote for others
means business as usual. It's your choice: Vote JMU.
Mike Reid
political science
junior

Eric Withrow for treasurer
To the editor:
I am writing to tell you about my commitment to the
students of JMU. I am currently a candidate for SGA
treasurer with experience in financial processes here at
JMU. This year I was an SGA senator, a member of the
SGA finance committee and a member of the budget
committee that investigated where our student fees are
going.
I am concerned about how the administration here
doesn't take students seriously. That's why I've decided
that it is time to go to the General Assembly in Richmond
and try to get a bill passed similar to the Wisconsin state
statute 36.09 (5) that gives students primary responsibility
over all "policies concerning student life, services and
interests." This would end our struggle over student fees
with the administration and allow us to decide how we
would like them spent. This is a tremendous amount of
responsibility, but I believe there are students here at JMU
who can handle it.
If you would like this to happen please vote Eric
Withrow for SGA treasurer tomorrow.
Eric Withrow
finance
freshman
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Letters to the Editor
'Speed-The-Plow' play, ads
degrade both sexes equally

Ski team gets little financial
support despite success

Driesell had his opportunity;
'it's time for a change'

To the editor
I was recently informed that there are many people
finding a recent advertisement for "Speed-The-Plow"
objectionable, and I'd like to express my view concerning
their unfounded allegations.
As technical director of this show, I have read David
Mamet's play "Speed-The-Plow" countless times and have
gotten to know the director Steve Cardamonc during the
course of the rehearsals. In response to all who insist the
director is chauvinistic in the manner of this publicity, I
would suggest to them to go to the library and read the
play. In "Speed-The-Plow," the two male characters tend to
treat Karen, the only female character, like a piece of meat.
But she becomes smarter than both of them when she beats
them at their own game. So, you cannot call the director
nor playwright chauvinist.
The play may be vulgar, but it degrades all of the
characters, especially the male "whores." In fact, Karen
becomes the only thing pure in the movie business, at least
for a while. Those who read the play would know this. And
all who have complained, please notice the next ad out. It is
a picture of two men in tuxes and above the caption reads,
•Two Whores."
And another thing, there are many shows that have
been produced on the JMU stage that can be considered
controversial. There are many thai weren't But, to pick on
one particular director, who has placed a great deal of hard
work in this show, when there have been other productions
more questionable is wrong.
So, please if you can't handle profanity, sex and
violence, don't come see this production. Then again, don't
watch television or movies either.

To the editor.
We are writing to express our extreme disappointment
with the support given to the ski racing club by JMU, both
financially and publicly.
The JMU ski racing club is a sports club with a varsity
sport budget. The team budget for the months of January
and February alone is in excess of $21,000. However, the
budget allocated to the club by JMU is a pathetic $1,000.
The remainder is covered with fundraising done by the
team, and as is the case more often than not, each
individual's personal bank account. It is almost hypocritical
to expect involvement with a club such as ours when it is so
poorly subsidized. Surely our tuition and fees could be more
fairly allocated to help our cause.
The ski team qualified for conference championships,
where the men's team finished second to further qualify for
the Mid-Atlantic Regional Championships held at Hidden
Valley, N.J. Wc would like to recognize the individual
accomplishments of our members at conference
championships and thank them publicly for their efforts:
Sarah Scripture, who won both the slalom and giant slalom,
and was named women's individual conference champion;
Calvin Brown, who finished third in the slalom and ninth in
the giant slalom; Eric Klingel, who finished seventh in the
giant slalom; Chris Klingel who won the slalom, finished
second in the giant slalom and was named men's individual
conference champion; and Greg Dillon, Cliff Eichlcr and
Jason Sfaelos for their consistency and dedication that
helped carry the team into post-season competition.
We hope in the future JMU will show a little more
interest in the success of its ski team, both publicly and
financially. The support given to the team in the past could
very well be a dangerous foreshadowing of the alumni
support JMU can expect from our members in the future.

To the editor

Chris Hefner

theatre
junior

We are in full agreement with the March 22 letter
calling for the release of men's basketball head coach Lefty
Driesell. The letter was not "degrading" as football head
coach Rip Schercr described it. The letter staled die simple
facts and proposed a remedy to address the problem.
Driesell has failed to bring JMU to the NCAA tournament.
Whether it's fair or not, a basketball team's success is
contingent upon its participation in the tournament. Though
Driesell has a great coaching history, his endeavors at JMU
have not been so great
We care deeply about our team. That's why we want to
see it improve. Maybe it's just a crazy dream of ours, but
we would like to see JMU become one of the nation's top
23 teams. Driescll's current path will not lead us to that
level.
Losing the Colonial Athletic Association tournament
four years in a row is just too much. The recent East
Carolina loss put the icing on the cake. JMU students want
to be proud of their team come tournament lime, not
shameful. It's simply lime for a change. We want a coach
to bring us to the NCAAs. Is thai too much to ask?
We question the rationale of students who are afraid of
changing coaches.
What's the worst thai can happen, we won't make the
NCAAs?
As for Driesell's "recruiting prowess" we say that
making the NCAAs will bring JMU national recognition
and as a result the nation's top recruits.
We thank Driesell for his effort and wish him luck in
the future. We think it's time for a change. Please.
Eric Running
Andrew Norton
management
finance
junior
junior

Chris Klingel
the JMU ski racing team

Have All Your Buddies Left You Behind?
Check Out Our Roomate Referral Program!

C R () S S I N G

Life at Ashby Crossing will entitle you to:
• Covered bus shelter
• Bus pickup every 15 minutes
Ashby Crossing
• Short walk to JMU
• Designated Driver program
1235-F Devon Lane,
• Full-size washer & dryer
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
• Ample, well-lighted parking
432-1001
• Individual leases • Volleyball court
Office Hours: 9-5 Monday - Friday
• Weight Room
• 24 hour Maintenance
10-1 and 2-5 Saturday
•Basketball court
• Double beds available
bfMlHMhg
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MICHELE LUM/THE BREEZE

Freshman Matt Rowe lost his singles match 6-3, 6-2, but teamed with sophomore Brian Phoebus to win at No. 1 doubles Friday.

Tennis gets by R ad ford,
looking to CAA tourney
by Cheryl McLeod
contributing writer
The men's tennis team got help from their lowerseeded players, swinging its way to victory against
Radford in a close match Friday.
Junior Sean White and sophomores Landon
Harper and Kevin Long each' won their singles
matches to lead the Dukes past the Highlanders, 5-4,
in a non-conference matchup.
The highlight of the day came when No. 5 seed
Harper's match against Radford's Colin Moore
outlasted all other play. With the teams tied at four
matches apiece, Harper broke the deadlock with a 62, 6-7, 6-3 decision that clinched the win for the
Dukes.
"The coach told me at 5-2 [of the third set] that
the match was in my hands," Harper said. "I didn't
think too much about it. I just concentrated on
getting one more point."
White won at No. 4, defeating Kets Vongsavat 64,0-6,6-3.
Long defeated Kevin Bowers at No. 6 in two easy
sets, 6-0,6-1, and teamed with Matt Gabler to win at
No. 3 doubles.
No. 1 seed Matt Rowe ran into trouble in his
singles match, losing 6-2, 6-3 to Radford's Rachid
Benjelloun.
"I just wasn't making the shots," Rowe, the
London, England native, said. "I don't know why —
I just wasn't"
No. 2 seed Jamie Samuel also ran into trouble,
falling to Mourad Fahim 6-2,6-3.
"I stayed back a long time," Samuel said. "I

played well but I've lost 6 or 7 in a row and I've
forgotten how to win. I've lost 3 where it was 3-0
and I can't do that and expect to win."
The Dukes sealed the victory by claiming two of
the three double matches on the afternoon.
First-year coach Steve Secord, who replaced Drew
Wittman two matches into the season said he is
pleased with his team's performance and the
improvement.
"Radford is a good team," Secord said. 'They arc
comparable to teams that we lost to in the conference
earlier this year."
And the team is gaining confidence.
"The season is getting better," said sophomore
Brian Phoebus, who hails from Spring Lake, N.J.
"Matches' that we did not do well in last year, we've
been competitive in this year."
Harper hopes the team will peak when the team
heads to the Colonial Athletic Association
tournament April 16-18 in Richmond.
"Since we've been sweeping doubles, we have a
good shot at CAAs," Harper said. "If we play
Richmond it will be close but we have a good
chance."
Because the Dukes have lost several close
matches, Secord hopes the team's subpar record will
allow JMU to take the rest of the CAA by surprise at
the tournament
The Dukes return to action March 30 with a match
against American. The team will travel to the Wake
Forest Invitational next weekend, before a road
match with Virginia April 6.
The Dukes return for a home match against Old
Dominion April 9.

MICHEtE LUM/THE BREEZE

Sophomore Brian Phoebus said the team
is getting better with each match.
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JUCO center verbally commits to JMU
The 6-10 shotblocker selects Lefty and the Dukes over Oklahoma, New Orleans
by Steve Miranda
assistant sports editor
Living up to his reputation as a premiere recruiter,
JMU head coach Lefty Driesell may have Anally
landed the one prize that has eluded him in his five
years at JMU — a big-time center.
Johnny Tyson, a 6-foot-10, 215-pound center
from Trinity Valley Community College in Athens,
Texas, has verbally committed to JMU.
"He's quick and runs the floor well," Trinity
coach Leon Spencer said. "He has long arms and is
an excellent shot blocker."
Tyson averaged 22.6 points, 11 rebounds and four
blocks per game last season. He had six games of 30
or more points last season, including a career-high
39.
Tyson chose JMU over Oklahoma, New Orleans,
Lamar and Baylor.
"I've wanted to go {to'JMU] ever since I was in
high school," Tyson, a Greenville, N.C. native, said.
He went to junior college to improve his academics.
Spencer said Tyson's offensive skills are more
suited to a forward than a center, though.
"He didn't play the low post in high school, so
we've been teaching him low post moves. He has
range on his jump shot — he's best from 18 feet and
in. And he can put the ball on the floor a little."
Tyson will work with JMU assistant coach and
former NBA All-Star center Ralph Sampson, who
was hired last fall, in part, to help lure a big man to
Harrisonburg.
"He's been to The League — he's been to the

NBA," Tyson said. "He can show me post moves
and what it takes to be a great big man."
Tyson cannot officially sign with JMU until April
14, the first day of the NCAA spring signing period.
The JMU coaching staff cannot comment on Tyson
until, that date.
Tyson will most likely fill JMU's last scholarship.
Other newcomers include Reggie Waddy, a 6-foot-7
forward from Allcgany (Md.) Community College
who will join the Dukes after taking a year off to
complete his junior college degree. Waddy is most
noted for rebounding and defense.
Louis Rowe, a 6-foot-7 transfer from Florida will

RELOADING
JMU will lose most of its scoring and rebounding with the graduation of four seniors but head
coach Lefty Driesell has gathered what may be his best recruiting class in his five years at JMU.

Already signed;
Dennis Leonard
Ryan Culicerto
Reggie Waddy
Louis Rowe
Verbal committments;
Johnny Tyson
Charles Lott

Comments

Height

PfiSx

Eligibility

5-10
6-4
6-7
6-7

G
G
F
F

2 years
4 years
2 years
2 years

top-rated JUCO point guard
W.Va. Player of the Year
2nd team All-East JUCO, 1992
transfer, University of Florida

6-10
6-8

C
F

2 years
4 years

Big time shot blocker, scorer
Among top 100 H.S. seniors

Tyson and Lott cannot officially sign until April 14, the first day of the spring signing period.

Don't Let Graduation
Mean the End
To Your
Health Insurance
You've worked hard for
that diploma. So don't let
an unnecessary gap In Insurance coverage get In
your way.
Whether you're coming off
your parent's plan, finishing
a student plan or waiting for
coverage through a new employer, a Short Term Medical
plan from Time Insurance is

join him in the frontcourt. Rowe is a swingman and
has two years eligibility left.
Expected to sign in two weeks is 6-foot-8 forward
Charles Lott from Roselle, N.J., who was listed
among the top 100 high school seniors by The
Sporting News.
In the backcourt, Driesell will welcome 5-foot-10
point guard Dennis Leonard also from Allcgany
Community College. Leonard was rated the top
junior college point guard in the nation by The
Sporting News before the season.
Ryan Culiccrto, the West Virginia High School
Player of the Year, is a 6-foot-4 shooting guard.

| Bryce
JMU STUDENT QREE1SI FEEtflSCftUNT
Valley Day Monday thru Thursday after,OT|M

$25.00 rf/prfts^ignWd)

the answer. Time's easy and
affordable coverage plans
were designed with your
specific needs in mind. The
benefits are excellent, there's
a choice of coverage periods,
and the policy can be issued
right-on the spot. Don't take
chances with your future —
call us today.

$2.00 Off Coupon

Valley Day Only
fc^£i?Uk -Coupon valid thru
HUfefc May 1993.
ifPgpGA, Lung Card
*%and members of
ryce Resort
'?'■■!

re excluded.

=>Showalter*tauff
Insurance Agency, Inc.
Call Philip Showalter or Dorothy Logan
434-5931
TIME INSURANCE COMPANY

•\\\w»

Tee times are re^ufred and can be made 3 days
in advance at the Golf Shop (703) 856-2124.
Bryce Resort is located 11 miles west of 1-81,
25 minutes from Harrisonburg
Exit 273 on St. Rt. 263W.

'V
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It's your choice*
This newspaper can go into
the trash or into a recycling
bin, it's up to you. Just
remember, if it goes into the

I 11 11 11 I I 11 I 11 I

Get Exposed!
Shoot for
The Breeze.
111111111111111
Meetings are Mondays and Fridays at 4 p.m. in
Anthony-Seeger Hall,
room 218.

trash, it'll also go into a
landfill.

WalkAmerica '93

And landfill space is running

Saturday, April 24
JMU Convo lot

out.
Think before you throw it away.

Choose recycling*
JMU CLASS OF 1995
Premiere Sale
SAVE
$20 off 10K
$40 off 14K
$60off18K

rm

or a FREE Genuine Stone

March 29-30-TheCommons
(Bad weather location - Allegheny Room)
March 31 - April 1 -Grafton Stovall Theater

9:00 am - 4:00 pm - all locations

ARTGfRYED
V.

COLLEGE JEWELRY

Your Official Ring Supplier

Walk throughout Harrisonburg. Raise money with every step. Or help
with registration. Either way, you'll be helping to fight birth defects.

For details, call the

March of Dimes

434-7789
A fun service project for the end of the year!
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SPORTSHIGHLIGHTS
JMU women's lacrosse falls
to Loyola, 9-6
The JMU's women's lacrosse team
fell behind 6-2 to Loyola (Md.) at
halftime, and was never able to
overcome the deficit March 25 at
Loyola.
Lauran Whelan and Jen Gicking led
the way for the Dukes by each scoring
one goal and assisting on another.
Nicole Habay, Gretchen Zimmerman,
Maureen Lacy and Troyhann Santos
accounted for JMU's other four goals.
Goalie Lara Juenger made 12 saves to
keep the Dukes in the game.
The team's next game is scheduled for
March 30 at Richmond.

Women's tennis splits
weekend series with
CAA opponents
The JMU women's tennis team
defeated Old Dominion 6-3 Saturday,
but were then shutout by William &
Mary 9-0 Sunday.
Saturday, No. 1 seed Renee
Bousselaire won in two sets, 7-5, 6-3.
Also victorious in straight sets were No.
4 seed Meredith Jamieson and No. 5
seed Katie Piorkowski.
The best showing was by No. 6 seed
Deborah DeYulia who won her match 60,6-0.
The No. 2 doubles team of Darian
Smith and Piorkowski were victorious
in three sets, 6-7,6-3, 6-4.
Against the Tribe, the Dukes were
unable to win a match. Jamieson pushed
her opponent to three sets before losing
2-6,6-3, 6-4.
The team's next match is April 2 at
home against George Washington.

Men's track qualifies for
IC4A's in four events
The JMU men's track team achieved
IC4A qualifying times in four events at
the Raleigh Relays in Raleigh, N.C.
Friday and Saturday.
In the 10,000-meter run, Chris Baker,
Chris Straub and Jon Schlesinger all
qualified for the IC4A.
The 400-meter and 800-meter relay
team of Jones, Hawkins, Brunson and
Roney both finished second and first
respectively, and finished under the
required IC4A qualifying time.
The Dukes' success didn't end there.
The 1,600-meter relay team of Roney,
Hawkins, Moye and Foreman ran in
3:14.4, also qualifying for the IC4A's.

MONDAY MARCH 29, 1993

JMU Results
MEN'S TENNIS
Friday, March 26
Harrisonburg
JMU 4, Radford 3
Singles:
Rachid Benjelloun (R) def. Matt
Rowe6-3,6-2
Mourad Fahim (R) dcf. Jamie
Samuel 6-2,6-3
Thorstan Biermann (R) def. Brian
Phoebus 7-6,6-3
Sean White (JMU) def. Kets
Vongsavat 6-4,0-6, 6-3
Landon Harper (JMU) def. Colin
Moore 6-2,6-7,6-3
Kevin Long (JMU) def. Kevin
Bowers 6-0,6-1
Doubles:
Rowe-Phoebus (JMU) def.
Benjelloun-Bierman 8-4
Fahim-Vongsavat (R) def. WhiteHarper 8-4.
Long-Matt Gabler (JMU) def.
Moore-G.Strawderman 8-4
Note: One point was awarded to
the team that won the majority
of the doubles matches.

WOMEN'S LACROSSE
Thursday, March 25
Baltimore
Loyola (Md.) 9, JMU 6
Halftime: Loyola 6-2
Goals:
JMU- Maureen Lacy, Troyhann
Santos, Laura Whelan, Jen
Gicking, Gretchen Zimmerman,
Nicole Habay
Loyola- Zina Roberts, Michelle
Myer 2, Jeanne Harrington,
Micaela Gimm, Sabrina Gallagher,
Erika Mawhorr 2, Kerry Carlson
Assists:
JMU- Whelan, Megan Boyle,
'Gicking, Caryn Habay
Loyola- Mawhorr 3
Shots on Goal:
JMU- 19
Loyola- 21
Saves:
JMU- (Lara Juenger) 12
Loyola- (Linda Ohrin) 13
JMU Record: 2-3,2-0 CAA

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Sunday, March 28
Norfolk

JMU 6, Old Dominion 3
Singles:
Rencc Bousselaire (JMU) def.
Priest 7-5,6-3
Rehm (ODU) dcf. Caroline Cox
7-6,7-6
Morrcscy (ODU) def. Darian
Smith 6-4,6-4
Meredith Jamieson (JMU) dcf.
Carson 7-6,6-1
Katie Piorkowski (JMU) def.
Tritti 6-2,6-0
Deborah DeYulia (JMU) dcf.
Zimmerman 6-0,6-0
Doubles:
Priest-Morresey (ODU) def.
Bousselaire-Cox 6-2,6-0
Smith-Piorkowsi (JMU) def.
Carson-Tritie 6-7,6-2,6-4
Reihm-Zimmerman (ODU) def.
Jamieson-DeYulia 6-4,7-6

Saturday, March 27
Williamsburg
William &Mary 9, JMU 0

Singles:
Karen van def. Merwe (W&M)
def. Bousselaire 6-1,6-1.
Katrin Gucnthcr (W&M) dcf.
Cox 6-2,6-0
Allegra Milholland (W&M) dcf.
Smith 6-3,6-1
Kassie Siegel (W&M) def.
Jamieson 2-6,6-3,6-4
Raissa Rcmandaban (W&M) dcf.
Piorkowski 6-4,7-6

Shannon Blackwell (W&M) dcf.
DeYulia 6-1,5-7,6-2
Doubles:
van der Merwe-Guenther
(W&M) def. Bousselaire-Cox 61.7-5
Milholland-Blackwell (W&M)
def. Smith-Piorkowski 6-3,6-1
Gultnieks-Owen (W&M) def.
Jamieson-DeYulia 6-2,6-3

MEN'S
TRACK AND HELD
March 26-27
Raleigh, N.C.
Raleigh Relays
Top JMU Finishers:
10,000 meter run10. Chris Baker 30:50.4*
11. Chris Straub 30:50.8*
12. Jon Schlesinger 31:00.9*
5,000 Meter run- 4. Matt
Holthaus 14:32.21
400-meter relay (4x100)- 2.
(Jones, Hawkins, Brunson,
Roney) 40.21*
800-meter relay (4x200)-1.
(Jones, Hawkins, Brunson,
Roney) 1:23.4*
1,600-meter relay (4x400)(Roney, Hawkins, Moye,
Foreman) 3:14.4*
3,000-meter steeplechase- 4.
Mike Marshall 9:19.3
* IC4A qualifier

SPORTWATCH
Monday, March 29
Men's Golf: JMU at Loyola
Invitational
Tuesday, March 30
Baseball: JMU at George
Washington, 3:00 p.m.
Men's Golf: JMU at Loyola
Invitational
Women's Lacrosse: JMU at
Richmond, 3:00 p.m.

Men's Tennis: JMU at American,
2:30 p.m.
Wednesday, March 31
Baseball: Mount Saint Mary's at
JMU, 3:00 p.m.

<t
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FAR SIDE/'Gary Larson

CALVIN & HOBBES/BMWatterson
WMT, MO.'
I'VE GOT A,
GREAT IDEA'

DONT SUAVE NEXT TO NCWR.
MOUTH, OK? 1£T THEWWASKFJ5
GROW ABOOT A FOOT LONG
AMO THEN WAX 'EM SO THEV.
STICK STRMGWT 0\)T.' THEM |
YOU'LL LOOK UKE A BIS CAT.' |

«

t>AD DlOMT
THINK THE
FIRM WOULD
95 FOR IT.

PREPOSTEROUS'

\

TIGER' TIGER' BURKING BRIGHT,
IN THE FORESTS OF THE NIGHT"

^r

V

THIS IS WHS I TRY TO
SLEEP THROUGH MOST
Of THE DAS.

BLAKE WROTE THAT. APPARENTLY
THE TIGER WAS OK FIRE.
MAYBE HIS TAIL GOT STRUCK
BY LIGHTNING OR SOMETHING

£&k

Dang!.. StiH neck!"

vMk

BORRPINS

"No doubt about it, boys.... See these markings
on the bottom? This is an Apache pie pan!"

OUTER BOUNDS/C J. Grebb
rtfuo. xvc eceu

T©UP THAT

'0UT»fc BouoDS" MA* RECEIVED
LETTBtS IWoLVlM* A UTTtS
FAULT IM THS STORVLINE .

Y«AH, XH SoRRV A8ouT TWitl
FOLKS.

TMATiTHff voice OP ""oonsft.
BOOMDV WRTOBA / A*T1ST.

B

WE'RE HERE To coR*fccT TWS
5M6HT PROBLEM, U4t(cM A6AU-Y
COOUO CAUSE HA*S>ivff
PtoT-LO0PH0UC5 lx) THE STRIP.

pE^so/jAu.v, i aer ocoie
Bo/fps TOST THCPKIN* A&*JT
T14£ POSSIBLY pECASTATUJo"

EFFRT5 THIS CoutO

R

IMwfj
I FofttoT TO GIVE TM£ MMM
CHAMCTCRS NAMES.

T i
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VERISIM XUTUOE/Brent Coulson

MOTHER GOOSE & QRMNl/Mike Peters

A

'//!'./) H.Of?SFS

&VlSS/6H77AJG#W7

LITUE Bo PEEP SHOWS

JUNGLE/ Holly Weeks

[1AM Not 1NDER

VSBj^SBBJm

*

tfl'iM

\
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Underneath It All
Lingerie and Intimate Apparel

10% Discount
w/ any purchase
of $25 or more
(must present
coupon with purchase)
expires 5/15/93

10 am-6pm Monday - Friday
1 Hour Notlca Required
ti.oo Delivery Charge
Orders Must Be Pat-Paid
On-Campm Deliveries Only
CALL US AT $68-30*2
BALLOONS
SINGLE LATEX BALLOON: SO.79
SINGLE MYLAR BALLOON: $2.98
"BUNCH -O-FIVE* LATEX BALLOONS: $

"Widest Selection of
Lingerie in Town"
182W-6NeffAve.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

433-0384

/y-l

FLOWERS

HOURS:
10-6 Mon-Thurs, & Sat
10-9 Friday

SINGLE STEM ROSES:
MIXED FLORAL BOUQUETS:
FLORAL MUG ARRANGEMENTS:
DOUBLE ROSE VASE:
TRIPLE CARNATION VASE:

We accept:

AT the END Of your ROPE

$2.90
$3.99
$8.99
$6.99
$4.99

*w 5*

FLEX

concerning HOUSING
for next fall ?!

PULL in a GOOD DEAL 1!
2 Bedrooms & 2 Full Baths
Many with STUDY or 3rd Bedroom
9 MONTH LEASES available
SWIMMING POOL
JACUZZI

EXERCISE ROOM
TENNIS COURT

MZHOR

FIREPLACES in every unit

CALL TODAY 432-1860 !I
For a Private Showing
OR
Stop by the Office and

ASK FOR MIKE &t

ThePrudential
Funkhouser & Associates,
REALTORS*

• •

,,,..,.........

Bl

.........

W«»#

I^S !#■ *#

are

ES *
vtM
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FOR RENT
Tewnheuss - Furntohed, tomato. JMU, 3
btocki. WO Available August. $150. 4341040
lMvta.-9hwltow«aiwtobto.4t
on Duchrni Court Exceptional value Chad.
utou.$3i5/mo. 434-2100
Hawkins Street - 4M, 2 batha, completely
furntohed $185, water indudad 4334822

Summer auMoaae - May-August.
$3(XVaumrner Be* are cheap. Cal 5642559
1 M auMot - May September. 2 blocks trom
campus (As new. Kim. 564-1486.
Internattonal atudant toefclna tor tomato
roomrnaaa Subtoaaa in 2 BR Hunters Ridge
Pnce nagonabto CM Andrea, x5176
Roommate needed - Young local
professional seeks graduate student. $230
includes utilities, lurnishod, W/D Non
smoker, M/F. 2-3 miles. 564-1329, toava

University Hat* - 4M, 2 baths, comptototy
turrsahed. $195. ndwduel lease 433-8822
University Piece - 3M, 2 bathe, coraptotory
furrashed $20&<$22S. pnvale balh Individual
base, water indudad W/D, MW. bus service

Subtot - May-August. Comons. 2 RMs
Females Rant negotiable 434-1811

4334822

May/Summer auWet - U. Place. Female
Price negotiable CM Maureen, 433-9261.

Collaga Stallan - Mara room far tha
money. Individual toaaaa. 4BR tcernhouees

Large hauaa near campus - B private BRs
3 batha 288-5128

Furnished including MW, W/D, DW Call
Dorothy Ritchie or Jim Accord, agants
Commonwaath Reeky, he 432-6541 or 4342977

93-94 Male roommate - Fully furnished
College Station $190/mo 434-3397. .3206

1M tor ratal hi 2M aft - Hunters Ridge
Qutot atmosphere Mrf. $275 plus Kilties
Contact Eric, (4670

Great June • August subtot - Forest Hits
$179 * assaasaaatv Tonya. »S536
Sublet - May-August. Hunter's Ridge
$150/mo 433-0045

Subtot - Hay through AuguaL Femala non
amokar. 1 RM avaeabie $150*no nagoaabto

Summer subtot - May-August. $l6S/mo.

432-1547

CM Michssl, 433-1147

Tkad«(thabuBriea?l42Bflapticloaf

4RMaa*aitoatoASAPl4BR,2bamcondo
Hunter's RMgs condo Flexible toasa. Only
$155*10. CM (703) 978-5386.«

to JMU. Some iMatos indudad 432-3979,
totve rttiiipa.
Famala ta ahara nlea, larga 2 IR
townhouse wan dack - Ojtot naajhborhood
Reasonable rant Starting in May Cal 432

8802.
2A3aWcenetoetcrlhc«whofceloi»ku
at homa. Pod, Jacuzzi, weight room A much
mora Madison Manor. 432-1880. Tha
PradanttoLAMttorMbal
Hauaa - 4 M, 10 mtuo we* to JMU. South
Main St area, plenty ot parting. 433-2126.
atari.
Hunter'e Ridge taainhauaa - Upstairs
avaaabto. Summer sublet. $l40*no. Can 432
1970.
Caltoga Station - 4 girls, yearly lean*.
$195*0. 4344411
SubJoaoe Huntar'a Mag* - May-August.
Price nagoaabto. Cal David, 432-9086.
Subtot - 4 N In Aahby Croaaing. May 9Auguat B. Cal 433-3457
Greet summer home - Cutest house in
Harriaonburg 2 blocks Irom campus 3 RMs
available $100/mo (negotiable) Call 432
9338

Nags *a<NC-Retotvely new houas. luty
furnished; W/D, DW; central AX: available
May 1 through August 31; sleeps 7 $1425rmo (804)850 1532
Townheuee tor rant - 3 M, 21/2 balh, wet
bar. $550*1)0., deposit, one year toasa. CM
4334292 a** 5pm
May/Summer sublet - Huntar'a Ridge
raagottobto price CM Jsrnsar. 4344025.

5min
to campua CM Lori, 432-0233
4 M atiMM - 2 bbctoVJMU. W/D. Avaaabto
Aug. 1,$200»aeh. 433-1109
I in large apt
$180/mo including M utilities Call Tiffany
432-1624.
Summer sublet - Rooms available in
Hunter's Ridge townhouse Rant negotiable
CM Tltany, 432-1624
1 IR lor rant in 3 BR apt, 9344. Close to
campua. tumajhed. 2 bath, $2KVmo, lamato
prefered CoraaflLaunaVSandy, 17812.

SmMi Corona sward prsossser - (PWP3)
Eacesant condHon. $125.4334886

HELP WANTED
Greeks A Clubs - Raise a cool $1,000 in
just one weekl Plus $1,000 lor tie member
who calls' And a Iraa igloo cooler if you
Qualry Call (800) 9324528, x65
Summer Mb - Balh Co. larm. Vegetable
production, marketing, salsa. Salary,
commission, room A board. (703) 9964273,
630-9 p.m. lor into.
Waitresses needed at Jess' - 22 S Main
St. Breakfast attomoon A evening shits No
seniors ptoase
Looking tar hardworking, independent
student interested in exciting summer
experience out Wast with Southwestern Co
Average profit $5640 Contact xS539
Police Cadet positions available for Fall
1993 Semester. Submit SUM application at
Pubic Satoty Department (Shenandoah Hal)

Attention JMU students - Now offering $8
haircuts on Monday thru Wednesday wafcins welcome Classic Touch, 1431 South
Man St. 5644212
The Country Place - 40 miles NW in Luray.
a 2 BR chalet with fireplace A campground lor
up to 40 people near G W. National Fomtl t
Shenandoah River. ReseivalionsArochures
(703) 7434007
Typing - Computer generated, laser
printed Resumes, papers, etc. Karen, 289
5745

R5T1CE
For more information A assistance
regarding the investigation of
financing business opportunities A
work at home opportunities, contact
the Better Business Bureau, Inc.
at
(BOO) 533-5501

Summer Camp SUM - Holiday Lake 441
Center s accepeng applications lor summer
camp stafl Must be 19 yn OB or ons year d
coasge Salary plus room A board. Weekends
olll Appecatron deadline April 12 Fotowing
inatructors poMtona avaaabto: Archery, EMT,
Canoong. Horsemanship, Lifeguard, flasry,
Drama, Electric Energy, Nature/Aquatic
Science, Outdoor Adventure A Waterfront
Drsctor AppscMron or addtonal rtorrnalion
contact Greg Wallace. Program Director
Route 2, Box 630. Appomanoi. VA 24522 or
cal (804) 248-5444. An Equal Opportunity
Employer
AH: Excellent income tor horns assembly
work. Wo, (504) 646-1700. Dept VA 4806
Dance Instructera wonted tor Fall 1903 Ballot. Tap, Jazz. Modem A Pre school
dance CM 433-7127 or 4324449

WANTED
Female roommate - 1153*4, 4 BR apt 531
High St. $170ymo. 433-1010. individual lease

4 M I urn-ehed condo - Huntar'a Ridge.
Motivated owner $64,900.4344172

J-M Apartments - 434-1147. 2 BR
$350/mo 3 BR, $375/mo All apts. neai

Spinet-Console piano - Wanted,
responsible party to make low monthly
payments Sea kxMy Call (800) 327-3345

Roommate - MJF, University Place 3 BR.
$225*110.. utaatos, Iraa water. x4044. Justin

Mountain bike - Cannondato M2000 Ful
Dsore XT. $795 E*. 4324238

A Wed In the Convo
FREE vrtth JMU 10
Into Lino 568-3000

TDH

J.R. Dodd - Yeu don't scare me.
Sweetness Love, Caryn. PS The one on the

Congratulations Missy Oodaon on being a
new Assistant Greek Coordinator1 We are
proud of you £££
The Bkieetone yearbook to now hiring lor
the 1993-94 staff Pick up application at the
Bluestona Office. Anthony Seeger 217
Applications due April 7 to AS 217

Preferably someone with interest in
JMU Honor System Must be
comfortable working with confidential
matters. Works/W.P. 5.0 experience
needed. Applications available at

I - Happily married couple longng lo
adopt newborn Professional Dad. stay-athome Moml CM Ame A Barry cosset. (506)
222 5327

Roommates wanted tor larga farmhouse 10 mass Irom campus. CM 4334077, ask tor
8%

Notice - The deadline for cancelling your
1993 94 Housing & Dong Service Contracts
Apr! 1,1983. Deed your cancels ton request

Wanted - Ons person ta ahara race 3 BR
townhouse at County Club Court. Cal 4330202.

to 103 Alumnae Hal

Going to Florence lor Spring - Looking lor
tomato to subtot 3 sophomore roommates
Commons Cal Chrisuna. x7116.

Alpha Phi sends a belated thanks to our
Formal dates for such a classy evening!
Doug - Congratulations! You've just won a
round-trip ticket to Wktner in honor of your
unquenchable committment to tha
preservation d democracy A your secretarial
taanb.

Adoption - A Me lied win love, laughter S
lullabies Happily married couple hoping to
adopt CM Jeanne A Kan collect. (804) 2821652

For her "unimaginable" Alpha Phi spirit,
congrsts to Caryn Powell Our -Bete of the
Bar 19931 A0> love to youi

MIUKaattsHI
Quit whining. Here's your personal. Never
say never. Love Always, Gayto.

Tenet). AIRHITCH. (212) 864-2000.

Found - Small taps recorder. Zana
Showker Hall on March 17.433-1612. ptoase

COtocl. (703) 912-6058

describe!

Lost - A mid-length purple (abargine) coal
with double breasied silver buttons
Containing gloves A keys Lost a month ago
at 11K A house Ptoase contact 5644043. no
questions asked

Thla

WCC info desk. Due by April 2.

Adoption - Childless couple, happily
married A secure, wishes to adopt newborn
We can help each other! Call Robyn/Jim

Lost - Woman Seiko watch, gold face with
moon Reward CM 4334206

our culture, our Mural

COMPUTER FAIR 93

Wanted - Good used ML bike. Cal John.
434-1847.

Heading for Europe this summer? Only
$1691 Jai ihere anytime for only $169 with
AIRHITCHI (Reported in Let's Gol A NY
Lost - Kays an TKE brass keyehein. Cal
564-0538 rl found

Computers ana changing our
world, our environment,

Sacrwtary'

College Pro Painters
Summer portions available tor
energetic painters in Montgomary
County, MD. Work with college
aga students in tha sun. No
experience nacaoatary, but a plus.
$5-$10/hr. Call X4426 tor
into/application.

18th Annual Pro-Exam Superstars sign ups
begin at noon on April 6 in Godwin 213. 20
loam limn for all sports. Basketball (Man's A
Woman's), Softball (Msn't A Women's).
Voeeybal (Co-Roc)

bus was the best
Typist - Accurate, reasonable. Close lo
JMU. Rush jobs welcome 434-4947

Caring, atabla, single female teacher

Summer sublet - Huntar'a Ridge
lownhouse W/0. AC. $140mw Mae, 432
6538

Central Bridge one d Ihe closest complexes
to JMU. Owner manages. Tha good apts go
first so come by & see us'

ISM Chrys Lsaaran - Turbo, sunrod. PW
5 sp, $1950/080. Good condition, new
battery CM 433-1250, toava message

• 35

desires to adopt Caucasian baby Financially
secure Can provide loving A tun family CM
coked. Allison. (804) 5724403 or writ) P 0
Box 655, South Boston, VA 24592
Disc Jockeys lor hint. Harnsonburgs best1
National DJ Connection 4334360
l -Pitch Softball signup deadline. Noon,
March 30. Godwin 213.16 team Irni

Big H - Congratuhtiona, Bluestone Editor
Love. Lisa- your ■other" pal

Spik.f.st
presented by ZTA A Hunter's Ridge

April 3 & 4 4-4
Volleyball, prize money
A raffle*
Call Connie or Leigha
X502S
Alpha Phi recognizes A congratulates our
'Outstanding Sisters' of the year - Lauren
Allyn. Jen Owen. Michele Turpin. Maniu
Kunan We love you guys!
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.,, FASTFEAST BUFFET ■•.

Del

Pizza, Pasta, Salad and Dessert

■■v.v.v

♦'•

KIDS 10 & Undtr Eat Hill Monday A Tu.iday Dinner Buffet!

Lunch

Dinner

Adult Buffet*3" *42*
worciti,«M~f^69 $399

*^.Ky~~99<" 99*
"ESP *199 $199

'

P^WiVWM^jBflflWWWW

FAST,FREE
DELIVERY

Our Buffet Will Knock
You Out!

11 AM - 1AM Sunday -Thursday
11 AM - 2 AM Friday - Saturday

Available Daily
11 AM - 2 PM
$3.99
5:30 PM - 8:30 PM
$4.29

433-0606

ORIGINAL CRUST OR PAN PERFECT

Medium $C 53
1 Topping

^ + tax

&

2 Drinks
ORIGINAL CRUST OR PAN PERFECT

ORIGINAL CRUST OR PAN PERFECT

Large
1 Topping

$645
+ tax

&

4 Drinks
ORIGINAL CRUST OR PAN PERFECT]

Medium
2 or 3
Topping

Large
2 or 3
Topping

&

&

2 Drinks

AU-You-Can-Eat Pizza, Pasta, and Salad
(We make pizza to your request)

4 Drinks

CHOICE OF TOPPINGS
Fresh Proyolone Cheese
Fresh Cheddar Cheese
Canadian Style Bacon
Pepperoni Slices
Burger
Spicy Burger
Fresh Bell Peppers
Fresh Chunky Tomatoes
Anchovy Fillets

Mild Sausage
Black Olives
Fresh Mushrooms
Jalepeno Peppers
Fresh Onions
Pineapple
Spicy Italian Sausage
Green Olives
Broccoli

